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Fee increase proposed to'expa~dintramurals'

Womenls
center being
planned

by Loren Petty
The University News,
Terry-Ann Spitzer, Director of
BSU Intramural/Recreational programs, submittedtwoproposals two
weeks ago to the ASBSU Senate
requesting a fee increase to expand
BSU's intramural/recreation programs.
The first proposal would raise
the current full-time student's fees
for intramural/recreation and outdoor adventure from the current
$3.50 to $9 per semester. Part-time
students, who currently pay nothIng,
charged $1 per credit
hourwouldbe
per semester,
The second proposal would
raisefull-timestudentfees(orintra~
mural/recreation and outdoor 'adventure to$l1 per semester with no
,fees collected from part-time students. This proposal also would
eliminate summer recreation programs.
Glenn Potter, physical education department chair, said the current ASBSU funding does not provide for any improvements in the
recreation facilities. He said all
funding now goes towards administration of the programs In place
and maintenance of the facilities.
Spitzer said those administrative
costs will rise considerably when
the federally mandated 27 percent
increase in theminimum wage takes
effect in April 1991.
If the fee increase is passed it
will bring BSU closer to recreation
programs now in place at ISU, U of
I and Lewis-Clark State College.
Students at ISU collectively pay
$8,000' per semester in recreation
fees. .Recreation fees.atU of lare
$9.50 per semester and LCSC stu-
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by Heidi Voet
" The University News

BSU athletes pump Iron In the Varslty Center welghtroom. Athletes and students enrolled Inweight
trolnlng classes are the only stud:ents allowed to use the state-of-the-art equipment,
,

dents pay $7 per semester. Potter cilities would be an asset to the
said, "Ours' [budget] is extremely university,and addedthatthe equiplow for an institution our size."
ment purchased for the Varsity
' 'According to Spitzer, the big-: Center was required to meet rigid
gest problems now are the locker specifications which would insure
rooms and weight rooms. Gordon Iongetivity consideringhow much
Gift, a BSU student and avid weight the equipment is used. "
lifter, said,the equipment available
Spitzersaid muchottheequipin the Pavilion and, P.E. Annex ment in the recreation department,
weight roomsisnot in good condi- on the other hand,was purchased
tion.v'Its terribly old...[there areJ ,second-handwhenareahealthclubs
limited things you cando withwhat went out of business.
you've got in here.' ,
.
Spitzer currently holds ·down
In contrast to the aging equip- two jobs at BSU. In addition to her
'mentin therecreation department is .position. as director of intramural!
the state-of-the-art weight room in ,recreationprogramsshealsoleaches'
the Varsity Center. Strength and . classes for the physical education
ConditioningCoach'RonThompson.' department, She said she currently
said theVarsity Center is equipped spends one-third of her time on
with $100,000 worth of equipment intrarnuralrecreationadministrative
whithincludesl0andone-halftons
duties. Her fee increase proposal
of free' weights. Thompson said includes the hiring of a full-time
access to the facility is limited, to intramural recreation programmer,
, abQut300 athletes, faculty and stuShe said current demands are
dents enrolled in~weight training exceedingthelimitedtimeand space
classes through the physical educa- available for recreational activities.
tion department. .Thcmpson said Her proposalalso includes a dance
bigger and better recreational, fa- room which would be available for
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aerobiCs,karateandotherclasses,a
single weight room combining the
current facilities located in the
Pavillion and P.E. Annex and
.modern equipment such as stair
climbers and rowing machines.
Drop-in and non-credit classes
in aerobic dance and water aerobics
would-be available to everyone
under her proposal.
Spitzer said students can have
recreationalfacili~iesconiparableto
those at private health clubs.
However, she cautions that students'
_may lose access to facilities if they
don't get involved in funding'. '
"Whenathleticsbuildsfacilitiesthey
have control ... without student
funds there will be limited access,"
Spitzer said.
•
Spitzer favorsa policy that
would allow recreation and athletics to combineresources and work
together to meet the' needs' of the
entire student body, "If we can
. combine with them, there are ways
,we can all win."

Date Rape. Anorexia and
bulemia. Child care. Incest Displacedhomemakers.Divorce.Financial instability.
These are'just a few of the
problems which many women at
BSU face. In an effort to address
these and countless other issues
facing female students, a
Women's Resource Center was
proposed by a BSU subcommittee division of HERS/WEST
(Higher Education of Resource
in the Western States), according to Sociology Department
Chair· Patricia Dorman.
Dorman said the center
, would be focal pointfor BSU
women, a plaee for them to come
together to discuss their problems and needs. Not only would
it provide a physical facility for
networking and research, it
'would offer counseling and referralservices,develop programs
to enhance educational opportunities, and work toward recruitment' and retention of women
students.
The creation of a Women's
Resource Center would' allow
BSU to offer programs which
are now limited or non-existent.
For example, Dorman said outreach programs for "non-traditional" womenrecruitment, and
conferences and workshops

a

See "Center," page 2
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Idahoan talks about hisexperience in Nicaragua
.'

has brought peace to Nicaragua.
,."Humanitarian aid is just a bureauSpeclol to The University News cratic re-channelling of lethal aid,"
he said.
The Ll.Sr-supported Contras
Escandon offered what he
continue to wage a campaign of called a "human, non-scholarly"
violenceand terroragainst theNica- view of a society that is suffering
raguan people, said Alfredo Escan- the strain of a "low intensity condon, a Twin Falls psychotherapist Ilict," Besides discussing his own
who spoke to a BSU audience of fear of living.ina war zone and the
Feb. 5 about his recent six-month pain of working first-Iiand with
stay in Nicaragua as a Witness For victims of terror; he expressed conPeace.
cern for the future of the NicaraWitness For Peaee is a faith- guan family. "After years of copbased organization that attempts to ing," he said, "the family structure
deter contra violence against cjvil-' is really taking a beating." Some 80
ians by documenting atrocities and percent of Nicaraguan families are
by maintaining a physical presence headed by a single parent,
in war zones. The, organization,
Escandon also described the
which also pledges itself to "non- economic hardship that the warand
violentresistance"toU.S.interventhe U.S. economic blockade have
tion in Nicaraguan affairs, gener- created. "The average monthly salally does not concern itself with ary for a doctor in Nicaragua is $60
military engagements between the a month," he told his audience,
Contras and Sandinista troops; nor adding that the cost offood takes up
do Witnesses investigate Sandin- somuchof theaverageNicaraguan's
isla abuses, since they feel that a pay that "some people buy shoeson
Catholic layorganization, under the credit." Escandon held up several
aegis of theNicaraguangovernment pounds of Nicaraguan currencyand
effectively monitors such excesses. pointed out that the entire bundle
Escandonsoughtto counter the waswonhonlytwo Americancents,
popularimpressionthatthesuspen"The rate of inflation thereis almost
sion of military aid to the Contras 50,000 percent," he said.

'

Escandon said the entire conn"tensed" as security forces
,I' N'
mobilized in the wake of the recent
rBscandon held up several pounds OJ tcaraguan
u.s. invasion of Panama.
currency and pointed out that the entire bundle was.
In discussing the national elecworth only two American cents. 'The rate-of infla- tions that will be held on Feb. 24,
tion there is almost 50_,000 percent,' he said."
Escandonexpressedhisopinionthat
the United States should recognize
' the legitimacy of the government
"no matter who wins." He stressed
that Nicaraguans enjoy free access
At times,Escandon's commen- "economic interest ... and racism." to information and that some 95
tary bordered on the absurd: In In addition,Escandon reminded his percent of the electorate is already
straightened.coffee-exportingNica-. audience that Nicaraguans are registered to vote. He added that
ragua, thepreferredbrew is Folger's acutely aware of the long history of Nicaraguans exhibit a great sense
crystals.
American' intervention in their of their civic responsibility as-they
Escandon also downplayed . country's affairs. One elderly man evaluate the candidates.
Soviet influence in Nicaragua. who had fought against the U.S. , The lecture was sponsored by
"Levis, Adidas and Reeboks over- Marineoccupation force during the the Boise Coalition for Central
shadow the Hammer and Sickle," 1930s told Escandon that "You America.
but added that Nicaraguans are Americans have the hard task ...
,
highlynationalistic."Theyareproud you have to change your ' Patrick Moore is a BSU junior
of the 1979 revolution," in which' government's policy."
'majoring in history.
they "brought down the Goliath (of z,
------------the United, States-backed dictator Center
these women to return to campus
Anastasio) Sornoza," he said.
.
life and academic studies, they ofWhileEscandon conceded that Continuedfrom page 1
ten haveother demandsplacedupon
the Contras and the United States- "gearedespectaltytowardtherecruuthem, such as maintaining family
backed UNOcoalition enjoy sup- ment of women, would be imple- livesand managingfinanceson what
portincertainregions,hesaid"Most
mented. Programs focusing on is sometimes a fixed income. Data
Nicaraguans reject the American women's issues such as abuse, fromfall1989showedthatwomen
ideological crusade." Instead they health and economics would also represented more than half of the
tend to view U.S. policy as rooted in be initiated. The center would pub- enrollments at BSU; 29.8 percent
lish a newsletterto communicate its were 25 years of age or older.
programs and also offer an' inferEventhoughtheenrollmentrate
mation and referral service to help is high for these. non-traditiorial
women utilize the available re- female students, they also have. a
sources.
high attrition rate. According to an .
Nationally, college women's Office of Institutional Research
centers are common, especially on report, 52.56 percent of women
for
major colIege and university cam- enrolling in college leave during or
puses. The University of Idaho and after their first year.
Idaho State University both have
Recruitment and retention of
. for
'
suchprograms.Dorman,directorof female students are-not' the only
1990-1991ACAQEMIC YEAR
thesubcommitteethatsubmittedthe benefits BSU will gain from the
, Must have a minimum GPA of 2.25
proposal said the concept of start- addition ofa women's center. The
Applicants must submit a written management plan
ing a women's center here is not a proposal also suggests attracting
and budget proposal to .
new one."As a matteroffact, we've more women faculty to the staff;
Dr. Dan Morris Communication Bldg., room 224
been kicking the idea around for academic success due to study
about 15 years," she said.
groups and support programs; inAlthough the resource center creased awareness of rape, abuse
would be available to the entire and violence, and an acquisition of
Deadline tor application isWednesday, Feb. 28 at 3pm.
campus community, Dorman grants for the development of
stressed "non-traditional" women women's studies.
as thoseneedingthecenterthe most, . Dorman said since theproposal
She said these are the women who is only in the "talking stages" right
have withdrawn from the campus now, decisions as to where it would
environment in ordcrto fulfill other be located or how it will be funded
pursuits, and have decided to rc- have not been made.
tum. Notonly is it often difficuILfor.

by Pat Moore
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Kinky sex and lots' of research

Playboy Advisor: Networksrefuse·to run
condom ads but say OK to hemorrhoids
by Rosemary E. Hardin
The University News
When "The Playboy Advisor"
James Petersen opened his presentation last Wednesday in the Special Events Center, he asked the
audience to voice the sound they
make when they have an orgasm.
Most people giggled. He ended it
by asking the audience to repeat the
following pledge with their right
hands raised: "I am incredible in
bed.and when someone else is there,
I'm even better,"
In the two hours between the
giggles and the pledge, Petersenspoke frankly about his job, relationships, the sexual revolution,
AIDS and birth control.
Petersen said "The Playboy
Advisor" column started 27 years
ago when someone' at Playboy
Magazine suggested they run an
Ann Landers parody . Founder Hugh
Hefnerdisagreed with the idea, and
decided to run a serious advice column.saying.uccording to Petersen,
"Men have problems, too,"
What developed was an advice
column covering everything from
stereos to shoelaces to sex.
For the past 17 years, Petersen
has been at the helm of "The Playboy Advisor." He said he receives
300 to 700 letters a month asking
questions about sex and sexual
problems.
"The first time I read some of
the letters, it broke my heart. It
.meant these people had no one else
to tum to," he said.
Petersen is ajoumalist and not
a schooled sex expert. He said he
researches the sex letters using in.
formation published by Masters and
Johnson, and other state-of-the-art
reference
materials,
like Alex
Comfort's The Joy ojSexand More

Joy.
Of the hundreds of letters he
receives each morith, Petersen said
the most common questions are
about female orgasm, and letters on
the subject come from both sexes.
Another common' theme concerns the average penis size, and
Petersen said men nearly always
write these letters. "We did a sur-

James Petersen. Playboy's sex
expert.splashedhlsBSUappearance with a lot of humor and
straIght talk.
---:..-------vey of women to find out what they
thought about size and 85 percent
said they don't care what size it is."
He said he answers about 10
letters in each monthly issue of
Playboy, and researches them all to
make sure he answers correctly.
"Every month I answer 10 questions and then tum in a term paper
on kinky sex,"
When he started his job, Pctersen said the sexual revolution
was in full swing, but said the free
lovemovementwasnotaboutslecping with multiple partners. "The
sexual revolution gave people permission to experiment, and it was
not about one-night stands and
promiscuity.
It changed sex and
attitudes about sex for marrieds and
singles. It gave us more options to
explore with,"
He also discussed the AIDS
epidemic and said there are actually
two epidemics: AIDS and fear, and
of the two, fear is the most dangerous, "Before AIDS, people were
told sex was a sin, now wc'rc assoelating it with death and that does
bad things to a person's sexuality."
He said that irrational fear has
lead to gay bashing, bombing the
home where three children with the
virus lived and exploitation of
people's fears about the disease.
"Instead of aeting with compassion
towards people with AIDS, people
likeJcrry Falwell respond with fearmongering,"
.

According to Petersen, AIDS,
birth control and sex are still not
being discussed between sexual
partners; or among parents and
children. "AIDS hasn't changed
our reticence-we
still do not talk
about sex." He said parents can
now boil the uncomfortable subject
of sex down to Wee ineffective
words: Just say no. Petersen likened the reality of the "just say no"
campaign to "treating air pollution
by saying 'hold your breath .:"
AccordingtoPetersen,arecent
survey showed that one-half of all
college student engaging in sexual
intercourse are not using birth control, and high school students who
are sexually active wait an average
of two years before they start using,
protection. He lambasted the three
major television networks forchoos- .
ing not to run condom advertisements and said it is "mind-boggling" they broadcast advertisements for hemorrhoid ointment, but
not prophylactics.
Petersen also addressed the.
abortion issue saying abortion is
not only a women's issue.It also is
a privacy issue. According to Pctersen, in a series of Supreme Court
rulings in the 1960s and 1970s,
people were first given the right to
birth control information,
then
married and single people were
given access to contraception, and,
third, women were granted the right
to obtain legal abortions. "If they
erode Roe v, Wade," said Petersen,
"then the other three rights will go
because people who are -against
abortion are also against birth control. I think this is obscene. The
state shouldn't have the right to
come into your bedroom and tell
you what you can and cannot do."
Petersen concluded his "stand-up sex therapy" session with his
famousquestion-and-answerperiod
in which he read questions from the
audience, which ranged from rclationships to herpes to the possibility
of AIDS being developed for germ
warfare. To this question Petersen
said the HIV virus has been traced
back to blood samples taken in 1957,
which, he said, "predates the technology to develop such a germ
strain. "
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Abortion hearings come
to BSU Feb. 19und 20
said Ricks.
A three-minute testimony
limit will be enforced, but written testimony can be submitted
Idaho citizens and BSU stuinto the record, according to
dents will have a history-makRicks. Testifiers can address
ing opportunity to have their
one or all of the bills, which will
views on abortion heard when
be listed in the Student Union.
the Idaho Legislature holds a
The House State Affairs
hcaringon the subject next week.
Committee has introduced evAt stake is the future of at
ery bill dealing with abortion
least 12 different bills that deal
that has been submitted this year,
with the volatile issue on one
as the closed Republican caucus
level or another. The prospect
agreed to at the beginning of the
of the hearings getting ugly or
violent has some legislators . session. Committee Chairperson Pam Bengson (R-Boise) said
concerned.
both sides of the controversy
The joint hearings ..pf the
will get an equal hearing.
Senate and House State Affairs
"The bills are at both exCommittees will be held at the
tremes right now," said BengStudent Union Building Ball
son. "In lieu of the repeal of the
Room Feb. 19-and 20 from 6
trigger law, which is strictly an
p.m. to lO p.m. Legislative
Idaho anachronism, I think both
leaders are predicting that more
sides have been represented,"
than 600 peoplewill attend the
.
Bengson reiterated the hope
hearings each night.
that disruptions would not ocCommittee chairpersons
cur at the public hearings.
held planning sessions last week
"I don't want Idaho to be
so thatanticipated record crowds
some kind of battleground for
of pro-life and pro-choice demthe national issue, but we could
onstrators can be contained
be. It's my hope that we would
safely outside.
not, It's my hope that we won't
A special contingent of
have paid agitators on either
Idaho State Police and Ada
side."
County Sheriff's deputies will
House State Affairs memhave the job of keeping the
ber Emerson Smock (R-Boise)
erowds under control.
"We feel like we will be thinks the joint hearing concept
able to handle the hearings in a gives both sides a good opportunity to have their opinions heard.
professional, dignified manner,"
The House State Affairs
said Senate State Affairs ComCommittee voted to introduce
mittee Chairman Mark G. Ricks
five bilis last Friday, including
(R-Rexburg).
"We sat down
three which would create statewith a bunch of people from
wide referendums for the 1990
(the U.S. Dcpartmcntoffinergy)
election.
More bills will be
and they gave us some (secuintroduced this week. Those
rity) guidelines. DOE hearings
include a bill which would crehave been disrupted by hired
ate referendums,
one which
agitators in the past few years,
would hold men equally responand others have chained themsible in abortion cases and sevselves to chairs,"
eral which would criminalize
"We won't allow any rowabortion.
diness oroutbursts for or against
the person at the microphone;"

by Larry Purviance
The University News
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"Sex education classes in our
public schools are promoting
incest.
II

~H!!

Jimmy Swaggart

I

Captain .scapegoat for
Exxon1s.Alaskan apathy

Last week an oil spill occurred near Huntington Beach,
Calif. But this time the company involved can't use Joseph
Hazelwood, the former captain of the Exxon Valdez, as their
scapegoat. Although, if the company is creative enough, they
may be able to find something or someone else to take the rap.
God forbid a major corporation should admit·their liability for
poor shipping practices or admit their responsibility for environmental damages.
Admittedly, Joseph Hazelwood must bear some personal
responsibility forrunning the Valdezaground, however, Exxon
cannot pin their corporate callousness involving the clean-up
(or lack thereot) of Prince William Sound on one man. Sorry
Exxon, wakeup and smell the oil slick, massive profits do not
n~awoorpornwre~oodW~furom~~ronm~~~~h.~--------------------------------

Sperm cells and jail cells
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lib~rty and health care for oll'

Democrat Rep. Mary Lloyd of Pocatello has introduced a
bill to the Idaho Legislature which will subject men to the
same criminal penalties faced by women having illegal abor- by Bert VanDercar
tions. If the U.S. Supreme Court overturns Roevs. Wade and The University News
Idaho's "trigger law" goes into effect, this bill will make men
subject to imprisonment for illegal abortion as well as women.
This bill focuses the abortion debate on individual responsibility for birth control rather than advocating punitive
measures directed toward women faced with difficult choices.
Finally, someone in Idaho politics noticed that men playa role
in reproduction and should be held liable for their actions if
women are. Perhaps Lloyd's bill will demonstrate the absurdity of Idaho's proposed "trigger law" so that a more humane
alternative san take its place.
"
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healthy and our economy contpetltive. Besides, a nation such as Canada with a health care delivery systern identical to our own. except
that it is government-funded, has a
laX rate of 35 percent. The fear that
we cannot afford socialized medicine is false. With lower defense
budgets and the demise of the Cold
War it should be a piece of cake.
But the denial of free health.
care is not only sensible from a
practical point cf view.ftis simply
the right thing to do-if I can say
that without being sued by Quaker
Oats.
Millions of Americans are.
uninsured or underinsured and
--------"....--

"Only (he United
States adheres to
the dangerously
shortsighted and
morally bankrupt
policy of seeing
health care as a
privilege instead of
a human right. "

unable to seck medical attention
without becoming indigent.
Think about it. As you read
this, an army of insurance agents
is cruising the streets looking lor
poor. frightened old people they
can con into buying "medicare supplement plans" that pay the 20 percent of staggering bills that Medicare won't cover. Living on meager
fixed-incomes, some of these seniorcitizens are paying up to $1.000
per year for these suplements so
theywon'tlosewhatliUletheyhave
left; and all because this is a country
where money means more than
people, and simple human decency
is looked upon as a weakness of
"bleeding heart liberals."
Socialized medicine will not
abolish health care options; England has. both public and private
health Care. Neither will doctors be
poorfy paid thus leading to inferior
care; in West Germany· doctors
average one-third higher incomes
than their American counterparts.
Inmostindustrializedcountrieswith

socialized medicine. you find a
lower rate of infant mortality and a
higher rate of life expectancy.
It's a Sad commentary when
the Soviet Union. for all its problems. can be seen as being on a
higher plane than the United States
in th.isregard. It's time this country
joined the rest of the civilized world
and recognized free health care as a
basic human right.

.
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Government classes ask obsolete-questions
by Dave Kennedy .
The University News
Twenty years ago, while I was
just a lad in high school planning on
being free of the public education
system forever, I took a class called
American Government because the
Board of Education said every
graduating senior had to pass such
a course. The class syllabus was
designed to answer a simple twopart question: who governs America, and how? It did not admit to
multiple answers to the question,
instead supplying students with a
nuts and bolts description of what
the Constitution's authors built in
the way of institutions.how the unauthorized but sacred two-party
system
complimented
the
Constitution, and how "the people,"
through the ballot box, controlled
and governed themselves through
direct representation at the various
levels of local, state, and federal
government and party.
Today, I am told by nameless
sources, that class asked a thoroughly obsolete question. Sociologists and .political scientists study-

ing American government no longer
ments of the 1960s, and post-Waask "who rules," but, "does anytergate financial reforms.
body rule" America today. Is the
That castration of the Amerirepublic endangered by the grow- "Sociologists and pocan political parties created 536
ing technocracy of engineers and litical scientists studyindependent politicians at the nascientists? Or is it thedemocratizationa Ilevel, and countless thousands
tion of the bureaucratic decision- ingAmerican governin statehouses, county courthouses
making process that threatens us by ment no longer ask
and city 'halls across the nation.
delaying timely management deci- 'who rules,' but, 'does
Reduced to election consultants, the
sions and compromising expert
.. parties began offering individual
information with political conces- anybody rule' Amercandidates polling services, stratsions.
egy advice and competentcampaign
ica today. "
In either case, the courts settle
management personnel. In return,
more moral and political controthe elected official must only sit on
versy than ever with opinions writ- .
the proper side of the aisle. With
ten in illegible legalese on sacred
each successive campaign the canfoolscap, regulating and legislating
didates become more and more
according to judges' whims and state legislatororcountyjudgcowes
adept at electing ihemselves withlawyers' skill, .Congress, the Ex- his orherseat to their party. The last out party help. None hesitate to bolt
ecutive, and the bureaucracy of ihe .of the urban machines feIl apart party platforms to appease local
three levels of government stand with the death of Mayor Richard constituencies. Political toadyism
paralyzed for lack ofleadership and Daley. Presidential hopefuls must toorganized intcrestgroups replaced
discipline. Any decision by those no longer make deals wjth party leadership among elected officials.
branches becomes subject to iaw- bosses for blocks of delegates on AIl this brings about the pamlysis
suit. Officials cannot move left or sale to the highest bidder, but in- that abdicates Congress' and the
right from the lectern without expo- stead, win the votes in massive and Executive's role to America'scourtsure, as legal standing spreads to- expensive primaries. The primary rooms.
ward the rights of rocks and other campaigns soak up money thatonce
The courts, neither intellectuvoiceless political creatures.
went into party coffers to maintain ally prepared nor physically capable
Somehow, the two parties leg- discipline through its distribution,
for this role, are choking on the
islated themselves out of the lock. and assure the loyalty of the ticket. wad. Cases drag on for years as inToday, no congressman, senator, Then came the democratic move-

Letters Policy
Letters to The University News are accepted and encouraged. We reserve the right to
edit for length. libelous content and grammar. Letters must by typed. double-spaced
and Include your signature and telephone number for verification. Maximum length for
letters Is250 words, Letters submitted without phone numbers and signatures will not be
printed. All letters submitted become the property of The University News. ,

learned to think.
Thinking isn't a biological
function like digestion. It's a voluntary action we have to be willing
to do-and in my experience it
hasn't gotten in the way of marveling at the Big Dipper or
Shakespeare's sonnets.
Bruce

learning not
merely digesting
Editor:
.. Regarding youreditorial of Feb.
5, "Learning Inhibits Thinking," I
would like to comment and offer a
, differing philosophy.
But first,
Rosemary, I sympathize with your
family's crisis. I have been there
myself, several times.
As far as learning vs, thinking,
as a "non-traditional" student finally approaching his senior year, I
have develoPed a view of my collegiate experience different from
yours. In a history of western civ.
class a few years back, Dr. Buhler
iiiade it commeiitt.'iat gQtmy atten':'
tion like a pop between the eyes
with an academic two-by-four .. He
warned us that if nothing else was
accomplished iii hisclass, he would
teach us to think. Cramming and
memorization won't do it. Wading
througl! true/false and multiple
. choice questions won 't do it, even if
we know the malerial.The process
of thinking can only be invoked by
a question. When· a professor inspires us to delve beyond what was
.discussed in class, to dig through
the library stacks trying to find out
what Mark Twain's views on slavery really were, to find out what
cultural influences gave birth to.the
Impressionist movement, we have

I will admit to a personal bias,
however. Ijustget pissed when I go
to my office in the Liberal Arts
Building to work on Sunday mornings and to get there I have to walk
under a huge yellow banner advertising "Church!"
Lonnie L. Willis

Bohlman

Oh! Godl
Editor:
At first I was merely amused
when I read your editorial "Ohl
Calcuua ... Oh! Pat. Henderson!"
Seeing that the promoters of Oh!
Calcuttal were prohibited from
staging the show in the Morrison
Center by Ms. Henderson and from
appearing in a high-school auditorium by the Boise School District, I
recalled your article from last semester about the renting of university buildings for church services.
"Openings are available to any
org3lJized group that wishes to rent
space," said your a.-tfcle, 'quoting
BSU policy. So I amused myself
with the image of an "organized
group" bringing Ohl Calcutta!'s
nude troupe onlO the stage of LA
106 on a Saturday evening. Hal
Hal Ithought. But, seriously, as
they say, on second thought. When
a commimity andjts interprelers{)f
"other people's moral values" decide that community, property cannot be used lo stage a Broadway
play but'it can, be used lo house a
religious denomination, one may
be excused for thinking about con.l1icts over free expression. Just
how chummy, for example, can a
university afford to be with the
church?

Dec. lOIS Human
Rights Day
Editor:
In response to Marco Valle's
letter asking if a Human Rights Day
would better honor Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., I would like to inform
him that there is already a Human
Rights Day. Dec. 10 is International Human Rights Day, and na,tions around the world celebrate the
signing of the International Declaration of Human Rights. Amnesty
International is one group on cam-,
pus that has celebrated Human
Rights Day; last year we had a
benefit showing of the film Romero
at The Flicks, the year before, a
vigilatthe5tatehouse.
IfMr. Valle
is interested in promoting human
rights around the world, and wants
..to make a difference in his own life
and in the lives of others, I would
like to invite ~im, and anyoneinteres'ted in hum3IJ rights to Join Amnesty International· at one of our
meetings. They are held the sec'ond
;md fourth Thursday of every month
at 7 p.m. in the SUB. If we join
together. we can continue, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.'s work, and
prove that we are not an apa'thetic,
self-centered, complacent generation. The future lies in our hands, as
docs the responsibility.to make a
difference.
Deanna Peterson

"0 ld interests and new
solutions are stymied
by new interests and .
old challenges as the
cycle spins into the
future. "

dividuals and groups challenge every executive and legislative act
from forest plans to air quality stan.dards. Judges and juries listen to
painfuIly simplified versions of
complicated technical testimony as
each side tries to make its case.
Afterthcdccision come the appeals.
In the meantime, the problem festcrs, whether it is Idaho water or
New York City garbage.
Old interests and new solutions
arc stymied by new interests and
old challenges as the cycle spins
into the future.

McDonald's being sued over
unhealthful packaging
by oeeenn Glamser
The United Stale'S top hamburger seller has declared a "Mac
Attack" on Portland, Ore.'s ban on polystyrene foam containers.
Recently, McDonald's went to Multnomah County Circuit Court
in its first legal fight over how it packages burgers.
.
Five U.S. cities have bans on fast-food foam containers and coffee cups but this is the first time McDonald's has challenged such
restrictions.
The Portland Cit)' Council passed the ban Jan.l to help reduce
landfill waste and litter.
McDonald's argues the ban is illegal because the restaurant is
trying to recycle the foam. Deputy city auorney Terence Thatcher
said the recycling push isjust a ploy. "At first they were resistant to
recycling," Thatcher said. "Now they say, 'we'll recycle, we'll recycle ...·'
.
McDonald's said it will have recycling bins for foam containers
in 2,000 of its 8,000 U.S. restaurants by the end of the year,
In other cities with polystyrene bans, McDonald's now uses allpaper packaging.
.
Yastrow said McDonald's chose a legal fight in Portland because,
it joined suit initiated by Denton Plastics, a Portland reprocessor.
Co-plaintiffs include Kentucky Fried Chicken.
The plastics industry once used ozone-depleting chlorofluorocarbons to manufacture the plastic containers, but has eliminated their
use. Concern about impact on the ozone layer is not part of the Portland regulation.·
..
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))@a ev~(wonder why you shouldn't use plastic
··.·foam;akaStyrofoam?
LSimplyIllllllufacturingSt)'fofoam
causes ozone ..
.,depletion andhyclrocarl><m loading intrye troposphere
which elevates the risk of skin and lung cancers;.·
••..•••.....
'·2. StyrofoatllJlasbeen· impiicated asa carcinogen·
which cancontatninate aCidic,focxlsand beverages such
as tea and coffee.
. ..... •.... .' .... .. .. '
.......
... 3.St)'rofoarp presents several waste management.
."prOblems. Itc:reates toxic wastes when incinerated,occupies va.luable space in landfills, takes many generations' to degra.de and· it migrates in the open· air which
poses a hazardto wildlife.
.
4. Styrofoam'isderived
frOm petroleum, a non;; ..
.renewable resource. If we dori'twantthe
hazards
inherent in oil driIling, and importing, V{eneed to use
prcxlucts from renewableresources.
Now you know. Reql.!est bio':degradablecups and
packaging, or reuseable dinnerware at restaurants like
lJ~ion Str~etCafewherethey use plastic foam cups and
plates likethcre.isnotomorrow.
. .. :
··\Don't
use foam (except for contraception).
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McClure has limited the program to students who are in or will
be entering their senior year of college, are in good academic standing, and are legal residents ofIdaho.
McClure will announce his
The Boise YWCA's Rape Cri- selections in early April. Those
sis Alliance is offering "Alterna- students who are chosen will work
tives to Fear," a six-hour workshop for a six-week period from-midin rape prevention and self-defense, May through June, or from July
Saturday, Feb. 24 from 11 a.m. to 5 through mid-August They will have
a chance to work with most of the
p.m.
, The workshop is facilitated by office operations, and attend spenationally
known expert, Py cial tours and briefings set up for the
program.i:
Bateman of Seattle.
Information on housing in
Included is a film, discussion, '
building a personal rape prevention Washington will be provided, but
program, decision making and strat- all travel, living arrangements and
egy building, along with physical expenses will be the responsibility
techniques in counterattacks, break- of each student
If students meet these qualifiing holds and falling/fighting from
cations, .they can write for more
, the floor.
.
The fee is $30. For information information to Sen. James A.
McClure,: United States Senate,
contact Cindy Falconerat343-3688.
Washington, D.C. 20510. Students
should fiIlout and return the application with the required materials
no late! than March I, 1990.

Rape
prevention
yvorkshop

McClure
offers
internships

A water aerobics course at the resourcesfordivorcingparcnts.
The
BSU pool began Feb. 7 and runs, course also will address the grief
through March 14. Individuals may process and the long-term impactof
attend Mondays, 1:30-2:30 p.m. divorce on children, communicaand/orWednesdays,4:30-8:30p.m.
tion skiIls in negotiation, conflict
Cost for the class is $20.
management, problem-solving and
The WestMountain Snowmo- Idaho'slawsregardingchildrenand
bile Club is hosting rides near Cas- divorce.
cade Feb. 10. A $5 donation is reAdvance registration is recomquested .. _
"
. mended. Contact the BSU Adult
AMAS is teaching a scuba LeamingCenterat385-32780rthe
diving course March 7 through April Canyon County Division at 4674,7 p.m, to 9 p.m., Mondays and 5707.
'
Wednesdays at the BSU pool. The
classincludesins~ctionintheuse
of tank, buoyancy compensator and_
regulator, plus open-water certification with the Handicapped Scuba
.
Association, The cost is $45 and
registration deadline is Feb. 21. For
more information call 385-1 ~51.
BSU and the IBM Corporation
AMAS classes are designed for have joined to establish a program
persons with a physical challenge, that will increase the use of comdisability or mobility impairment. puter technology in regional manuVolunteers also are encouraged to facturing businesses.
register.
. BSU's CoIlege ofTechnology
wiII receive hardware and software
worth $800,000 as the latest partner
in IBM's nationwide Computer Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) in
Higher Education Alliance.
CIM links product engineering
and design with manufacturing,
business and marketing functions

BSU IBM

,wor
together In
technology

Divorcing
AMAS, scuba families learn
to cope
diving and
A program offering assistance
aerobics
to divorcing families, "Divorce: A

Idaho Sen. Jim McClure is
accepting applications from Idaho
college students for internships this
summer in his Washington, D.C.
Physically challenged individuoffice.
"I'm always glad to hear from als can learn scuba diving, water
young Idahoans who want to work .aerobics or lake a snowmobile trail
ride this February and March with
in Washington D.C.," McClurcsaid.
"This is an excellent way for a stu- the BSU Alternative Mobility Ad.'
dent to see first-hand how our gov- venture Seekers (AMAS).

• •

EXCELLENT INCOME
$6-$8/hour
After training

The CIM center at BSU wiII
show how each phase of making a
product-<lesign,engineering,producuon.salesanddistribution-e-can
be improved through the use of
computer networks.
The, result will. be improvements In the productivity ,competitivenessandprofitofarcamanufacturers. This is especially true of'
small firms that have not automated
their processes, said BSU President
John Keiser.
In addition to assisting industry, the CIM center will be an inte-

Phi Kappa Phi, National Honor
Society, is now seeking nominations
of individuals qualified for
membership. The minimum
qualification for juniors is to be in the
top 5% of their class, for seniors the
top 10%. Graduate students may
also be nominated.
'

• F/Tor PIThours available
• Evenings/Optional weekends
.·Scheduling isflexible
" ldeol for college students

We are an established national
telemarketing firm, one of the top 50
in the U.S. Our clients include various
prestigious membership organizations
and publications.

*

We are expanding our BoiseOffice
and seeking individuals who enjoy
working with the public. Musthave
excellent cornrnunlcotlon skills.
Position does not require hard selling
or cold calling. We provide paid
training.

Phi Kappa Phi is interdisciplinary;
that is" there- are no restrictions'
regarding major.

* Phi Kappa Phi is national. There
are chapters all over the country;
graduate schools and employers
recognize the distinction inherent in
being a member of Phi Kappa Phi.

* An invitation to Phi Kappa Phi

Exceptional FIT or PIT ,
,employee benefits packages. "
9a.m.'- 5 p.m.
,'NearTowne'Square Mall

the use of computer net-

tkt HONOR SOCIETY
SEEKS NOMINATIONS

PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT

Call 327-1702

Sensible Approach for Parents," is
being offered from 9 to 1 I:30 a.m,
Jan. 23 and 25, or from 6:30 to 9
p.m, Feb. 26 and March 5 at 1113
Euclid, Boise. The two-day courses
arc offered by BSU's Southwest
Center for New Directions at the
Adult Learning Center.
Nampa sessions will be held
from 1t03:30p.m. March2and9 in
Room 135, 2407 Caldwell Blvd.
The workshops, free and open
to the public, provide information
about mediation and community
p

:~~:h

"

..

k

membership is recognition of
academic accomplishment.
Send your nominations to the Phi
Kappa Phi Secretary, Wallace Kay,
c/o the Honors Program, BSU. .
Deadline: February 14

1111

'graI part of BSU's new two-year
program in manufacturing technology. Students who learn integrated
'manufacturing
will be valuable
employees as industries begin to
adopt the concept, Keiser said.
IBM has selected 70 coIleges
and universities nationally to participate in the program. BSU is the
only institution in the Intermounlain West to be selected. As such,
BSU will serve businesses from
Montana, Wyoming and Utah, as
well as Idaho.

C'ampus b-Ike
b'-II
to be
I
passe d

Students interested in the soon- .
to-be-implemented"BikeRegistration Bill" can attend the ASBSU
Senate meeting this Thursday Feb.
15, at 4 p.m. in room 115 of the
Technical Education Building.
The biII is designed to discourage bike theft at BSU and enable
BSU parking officials to enforce
certain restrictions such as bicycle
speed limits and parking.

Law course
'
·to begin in
May

If you are considering attending law school, a new program
coming to BSU may be for you.
LawPrep, a seven-week preparation program, will begin May 22.
The program enables students to
read law school cases, then extract
thefactsand leam tounderstandthc
legal principles of each case.
The program is offered nationwide by LawPrep, an Irvine, Calif.,»
based firm. The course has been
taught at 10 colleges and universities, including the University of
Maine, San Francisco State University and the University of Arizona.
The program provides45 hours
of classroom instruction from May
3 to July 5, plus one half-day session. Students interested should
apply by April 1.
Seven classes' are offered:
constitutional .law, torts, contracts,
real property, criminal law and
procedure, civil procedure and legal research and writing. All BSU
LawPrep courses will be taught by
practicing Idaho attorneys and other
law professionals. The cost for the
program is $595 and includes classroom instruction, textbooks and
writing instructions. ,
For more information, contact
Nancy Ness of BSU'sOffice
of
Continuing Education at 385-1689,.

MLKholiday
rally set for
Feb. 12
Human rights advocates continue to promote Martin Luther
King. Jr. birthday as a holiday in
Idaho and an informational briefing
and rally are being planned before a
Statehouse hearing Feb. 12.
Senate BiIl1348, introduced
by Sen. Mary LouRced (D-Coer
d'Alene) designates the third Monday of January as a holiday in honor
of King.
On Monday, Feb. 12, human
rights supporters will hold a rally at
2:30 p.m. on the Capitol steps.beforeauending ahearirig in the Gold
Room on the Court!) floor of the
Statehouse at 3 p.m,
t,

,,'
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(pros 'pekt') fl. 1. Something expected or foreseen;
possibility.
2. prospects Chances for success. --v. 'To explore
or search about.
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Take a love'
test with
Steve!

Framed
captures art
department
personalities'

by Steve Lyon
The University News

by Lee Arnold
The University News
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Art ranging from works in traditional media to the wild and unexpected
are on display in Framed, the latest art
department faculty show on display at
the BSU Gallery of Art in the Liberal
Arts Buildirig.
An annual event since the late
196Os, the faculty exhibits get the
efforts of the art professors into the
public eye, and show off their range,
versatility and influences. The entire art
faculty will participate, including Bill
Benson, Jim Blankenship, Don
Douglass, Bryant Eastman, Valerie
Galindo, Felix Heap, Gaye Hoopes,
Howard Huff, John Killmaster and
Alfred Kober, Karen Lee, Pat Machacek, Merlin Miller, David Oravez,
George Roberts, .TimRussell, Cheryl
Shurtleff, Amy Skov, Brent Smith, John
Takehara, John Taye, Ron Taylor and
art department chair Mary Witte.
. According to painting and drawing
professor Russell, in terms of the cost of
the work displayed this year, as in
previous years, "You're getting art
that's reasonably priced." But he didn't'
think many people sold from the. faculty
,show. "Huff is probably the main seller;
.otherwise, 'now and thens'-Hoopes,
Oravez and his prints, and Skov," he '
added.
.
, Speaking of his own work, which is
a mixture of free, painterly brushwork
combined with collage, mostly on

Portions of the poster FramtiKI desIgned

by Cheryl Shurtleff and James Russell.

acquainted with what you're doing,"
Roberts said. "It's also a way for our
colleagues in other departments to see
what we're doing, and develops a sense
of a community of artists."
For new art department chair Witte,
"Any art student has the right to see
their faculty working."
'
And she is pleased with what she '
sees coming from her faculty, commenting that "Everyone's opening up
new dimensions with their work,
everyone's taking some chances."
The notoriety the Framed poster
has been getting expresses the vibrancy
of the department, a complex spirit
channeled into the intricate design-an
exhaustive affair put together by the
faculty under the supervision of Russell
and Shurtleff. "Everyone's noticed the
difference with the poster," Witte said .
Framed will be on display until
March 9 and is open to the public from
9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m, Monday through
Friday, and 1 p.m, to 5 p.m. Saturday
'and Sunday. Admission is free.

paper, Russell said that he has sold few
works out of the faculty shows. Yet, as
a serious artist, he is not discouraged.
His main concern is "to get that piece
completed. My objective as I get older
is to get more quality work done."
Russell said there are some artistteacherswho Iinda way to be as
prolific as any full-time working artist,
by simply having a temperament that
enables them to balance a full teaching
loadwith a steady stream of working,
either self-imposed or from the outside
incentives of commissions:
. printmaking and drawing professorRoberts also accepts the time limitations
teaching places on his working life.
Nonetheless, "I love to teach. In spite of
the fact I'd love to work in my studio
eight hours a day, I've settled into being
a full-time teacher and a part-time •
artist."
He sees the faculty. show as more
than just a means to get the teachers'
work out into the public. "It's an
excellent way for the students to get

Beethoven's "Choral Fantasy"
highlights orchestra concert Feb.18
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1. IfY~1JJ~g~aze
of a
member Oftl,~~p~ite
sex in, l1:public place,
do you:
V,f,Y
. ,I
a, return
e gaze affectionately
b. stick 0 t your tongue
c. try-to
off your great sense of
humor by hiking",. ,Uyj2ailts up around your
shoulders and daih ' ,~ Irish jig
d. go into d'llpastic coughing fit until
you get the dry heaves

SHi

2. When meeting an attractive member of
the opposite sex for the f~~ou:
,
.
a. say ~el1o and try If,l ~\oate,'~cinatmg conversation
\ \
b. menially undress y,0ielf
c. discuss"
" ~e01\1 I'~ons
d.
i
s tic
ing fit until
you get e
~. ea:,

coiij.

,

3. If y

f·

,
, create something original
for your mate as:tli rsonal expression of your
love, would you:
a. wnte a romatic ballad' in iambic
pentameter
b. croon an original love song
c. make a fi~~
he
f spam
and red food coloring _
d. give photos of
en at the

Xi

, "Ihe 70-member University Community Orchestra will
present its annual winter concert at 7:30 p.m, Sunday, Feb. 18, in
the Morrison Center Main Hall. The group is directed by
Michael Samball, a Boise State University music professor.
. A highlight of the program will be Ludwig van Beethoven's
"Fantasy for Piano, Chorus and Orchestra." Written in 1808, the
piece has many of the elements of Beethoven's,Ninth Symphony, including the grand and inspirational "Ode to Joy."
BSU music professor Del Parkinson' will be the featured
pianist with vocal soloists Luise Cramer, Catherine Elliolt, Linda
Berg, Wilber Elliott and Lynn Berg, all members of the BSU
faculty. Joining the faculty soloists will be Donald Branton.
The community chorus, made up of members of the Whitney
Women's Chorale under the direction of Connie Branton, will
also perform with select vocalists from throughout the Treasure
Valley.
Opening the program will be the deli~htful Italian overture
by Rossini, "La Gazza Ladra" (The Thievmg Magpie) and a suite
of pieces by Australian-born compos~ Percy Grainger. The
pieces include: ''The Duke of Marlbourough Fanfare," "Molly
on the Shore," "Irish Tune from County Derby" and "Shepherd's
Hey."
In addition to Beethoven's "Choral Fantasy," the second
portion of the program will feature "Serenade in D" by Jo~annes
Brahms.
Tickets to the concert,'available at the door,are $4 general
admission, $2 BSU faculty and, staff, and free for ALL students.
,....

How's your love life'?
Come on.I see the devilish smile of
the shamclcssfli r t past~al, .1 ove.r your
face. I agree. Love is per
,w _, we all
live for, orreally should v;'
II}.~Ve,
outof'love, looking forl v~It ma'kes us
tingle, jingle, jiggle, i gle, Jirikle "(ah,
let's stop there). A lot
uj..guys like to
believe that we have s e inherent romantic inclinations, that \, somehowact,
in reality; like Mel Gibson or Kevin Costner do on the big screen. If we do not have
that character trait, I think we would certainly 1~e.:tQg' , re it I honestly think
womenhilv.ei
,eaptitudeforromance,'
but some uys/, ell, we can be just plain
dorky aboutjt i
Anyw~1rfValentine's Day is near and
dear, so for the fun of I thought I would
pass along a little romance I.Q. test.
. Oh, by the way, I got this 9.~from
Ricardo, my electrolosfS!(h~'.t9fie}>f the
few people to whom I lt~~fi
e my
most intimate, manly feeflQ.gs. E eryone
should have a friend like'~~.
0: he's
wonderful.
. 1£
Get out your pencils and answer the
questions below. Then we'll talk.
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d w. earing a

4. The perfect first ~OUld
be:
a. dmncr, a movu~ and a nighl of danc·
ing
rivention.
dge

!hen square
-

,Professor Gina Pruitt to tickle
ihoseivories in concert Feb. 16
BSU adjunct piano professor Gina Pruilt will present a
program of classical and original jazz compositions at 7:30
p.m.Feb. 16 in the Morrison Center Recital Hall.
Pruitf will perform "Chaconne" by Bach, "Un Sospiro"
by Liszt and "La Plus Que Lent" by Debussy. The program
also includes several original jazz compositions performed
by the AspenJazz Ensemble, a six-piece group Pruitt
created.
_ The concert is part of the BSU Faculty Artists Series.
Tickets are available at the door and sold on a fIrst-come,
fIrst-served basis. Cost is $4 general admission, $2 senior
citizens and free to ALL students.
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,.i !he .scat
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Ifyou answe~ "
. 1,llhe abOve questions, you're ,probably boring as hell and
. destined to retE'n e f al,lYsingle,in the,
process, tumin
ter and completely ,
cynical. You wi , [course, be'
earing a baby blue jumpsuit .
orley
grandpa. WelI, I hope y u'
ed a
little about yourself. I ~ Qot social
scientist. There is a plus or . s five
~~e~t margill,ofefT!J.r:
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"%omfay, re6ruary 12

Wednesday, 1e6ruary 14
~

Women's' basketball,
Pavilion.

Vocational Education Week through Feb. 17.

Valentine's Day

Guitar masterclass with jazz musician John Stowell, 10a.m.,
Morrison Center C200, free. Call 343·9553 for more
information.

English Minimal Competency Exam, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
Student Union lookout Room. Transfer and Returning
Students are required to pay a $10 fee. No students with
an incomplete in English due to minimal competency exam.
The exam also will be given in English 101 and 102 classes
today. Call 385·1246 or,385-1423 for more information.

Rally to support passage of senate Bill 1348, which would
designate the third Monday of January as a state holiday in
honor of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.'s bIrthday, 2:30 p.m.,
Statehouse steps. Hearing on Senate Bill 1348 will be
conducted at 3 p.m. in the Gold Room, on the fourth floor
of the Capitol. Rally is sponsored by the BSU Black
Student Union and MECHA.
The Public Polley Process: An Insider's VIew, a lecture by
Armey, R·Texas, 7 p.m. to 8:30
p.m., Hemingway Western Studies Center. Rep. Armey's
BSU visit is sponsored by the Economics Department and
the Len B. Jordan Endowment for Economic Studies, free.

u.s. Congressman·Dick

BSU Jazz Festival, Gene Aitken and the Axidentals vocal
group in concert, 7:30 p.m., Special Events Center.
Concert tickets are $10 at the door; seating is limited.
SPB film, Wuthering Heights, 8 p.m., vc-recn building,
rcom 119. Admission is free to BSU students, $1 BSU
facu!ly, staff, alumni and high school stedents, and$2.50
general. Starring the .late Sir Laurence Olivier in Emily
Bronte's classic tale of passion, hatred and revenge,
Wuthering Heights is set against the wild desolation 01 the
English moors, where love goes awry for a pair of tragic
lovers.
'

ruesday, re6ruary 13
Th~ Ultimate Classroom presentation, Fred T. Holsteller,
associate provost for academic computing and
instructional technology at the University 01 Delaware,
presents a lecture/demonstration designed to improve
classroom teaching by the use of technology, 7:30 p.m. to 9
p.m., Juniper Laurel Room of the Red Lion Riverside.
Spcnsoredby BSU and IBM, free. Call 385·1991 or 385·
3206 for more information.

fli/q'~

B.S.U. Blood Drive, 11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Student Union Big
Four Room, call 385-1223 for an appointment to give the
gift 01 life on Valentine's Day.
Rose and the PhoenIx, sponsored by the SPB performing
arts daytime series, 11:45 a.m. to 1 p.m., Union Street
Cafe.

%ursday, revfturry 15
English MinImal Competency Exam, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.,
Student Union Lookout Room. Transfer and Returning
Students are required to pay a $10 fee. No students with
an incomplete in English due lp,minimalcoll)petency exam,
The exam also will be given in English 101 and 102 classes
. today. Call 385·1246 or 385·1423 for more inlormation.
National Student Exchange Applications
1223 for more information.
'

Due. Ca1l385·

Plano masterclass with pianist Daniel Blumenthal, 1:40
p.m., Morrison Center Recital Hall, free. Call 385-3980 for
more information.
Men's basketball,

Saturday, 1evruary 17

asu vs.leJalJo, 7:30 p.m., Pavilion.

fritfay, revruary 16 .'
Employer Symposium, sponsored by the College of
Technology'S School of Vocational Technical Education, 8
a.m. to 4 p.m., Hemingway Western Studies Center.
Speeches, workshops, recruiting Visits, tours. Call 3851144 for more information.

BSU vs. Idaho State, 7:30 prn.,
..

Ser
me;

Pianist Daniel Blumenthal with The Boise Philham]Onlc, 8:15
p.m, Morrison Center. For ticket information, call The Boise
Philharmonic office at 344-7849.

Sunday, revruary 18
Great White In concert, with opening guests MSG and
Havana Black, 7 p.m., Pavilion. Tickets are $15 in advance
and $16 at the door from all setect-a- Seat outlets.
BSU Orchestra and Choir Concert, presented by the BSU
music department, 7:30 p.m., Morrison Center. Tickets,
available at the door, -are free to BSU facully and staff,
all students, $4 general admission and $2 seni9r citizens.
SPB Idaho films night, I Met Him in Paris and The Mortal
Storm, 7 p.m.,Special Events Center, free. I Met Him}n
Paris stars Claudelle Colbert in this 1937 comedy set in
Switzertand, with Idaho's own Sun Valley playing the role of
Switzerland.
Ine Mortal Storm is a 1940 spy film
partially filmed in Sun Valley _. this time the area plays
the role of German and Austrian mountains .

Monday, revnmry.19
No classes. BSU, Including the library,
Presidents' Day holiday.

M~

Ge

closed for the

WI
Pe

Gymnastlc.s, BSU vs, Utah State, 7:30 p.m., Human
Performance Center.

An
Ho
the
Ga
$21
Un

SPB film, The Postman Always Rings Twice, 8 p.m.,
Special Events Center. Admission is free to BSU students,
$1 BSU facully, staff, alumni and high school students, and
$2.50 general. Jack Nicholson and Jessica Lange star as
two reckless lovers whose passionate obsession with each
other drives them to commit murder.

Ca
Se
inll

Gymnastics, Bronco Invitational with teams from BSU,
Brigham Young University and SPU competing, 6 p.m.,
Human Performance cemer,
.
BSU. Faculty Artist Series, piano recilal with Gina Pruitt,
7:30 p.m., MOrrison Center Recital Hall. Tickets, available
at the door, are free to all students, faculty and staff, $4
general admissiQn and $2 senior citizens.
•
Men's basketban, aSt! vs. Idaho State,7:30 p.m., Pavilion.

Fred T;' Hofstetter

BSU Jazz Festival, trumpeter Allen Vizzulliin concert,
. 7:30 p.m., Special Events center, Concert tickets are $10
at the door; seating is limited.
The StaUer Brothers with openIng guest SlJzy Bogguss In
concert, 7:30 p.m., Pavilion. Tickets are $15.50 from all
select-a-seat outlets. .
.

SPB films, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nes; and
Chinatown, 7 p.m., Special Events Center, Admission is
free to BSU students, $1 BSU faculty, staff, alumni andhigh school students, and '$2.50 general. One Flew Over
the Cuckoo's Nest, an ,Academy Award best picture winn,er,
stars Jack Nicholson as the free-spirited misfit who
commits himself to an insane asylum and inspires the other'
patients. to assert themselves -. to the berror of .the
strong-willed head nurse. Set in seedy Southern California
in the 1930s, Chinatown reverberates 'with the subtle
eroticism of a love affair between a small·time shamus and
.his big· time clien\;
. ValenUrie's Bash with' Rock Candy, sponsored by BSU's
Scabbard a.ndBlade, 8:30 p.m., Mardi Gras Ballroom, 615
S.9th. Admission is $3 students and $4' general; beer and
wine will be served to all those with valid identifICation.

The Postman Atway~ Rlng~ Twice

SilI.

EVI

~~

.

,

.1ut5., rev. 20·Sat., r~6~ 24
Medea, a greek tale oltove and revenge presented by the
BSU theatre. arts department, 8 p.m., Morrison Center
, Stage II." Tickets are free to-BSU stadents, facullyand
staff from all seiect-a-seat outlets one week before the
production from campus select-a-seat outlets. iGeneral
tickets are $6 general admission and $4 for juniors and
seniors from aU select-a-seat ouuets,
"
..
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Cfaudette
Calbert
In , Met Him fn Paris
with Melvyn Douglas,
a 1937 comedy
filmed In Sun Valley,
shows Sunday, Feb.
18 at 7 p.rn. In the ,
SPEC. This SPB film
Is free to stUdents.

BSU jazz festival sings into action
Jazz will blow hot and cool for ·two concerts in February at
BSU's Annual Festival of Jazz. The concerts begin at 7:30 p.m.
in the BSU Special Events Center.
On Monday, Feb. 12, Gene Aitken and his Axidentals vocal
group will perform. The group is based at Northem Colorado
University In Greeley.
Acclaimed trumpeter Allen Vizzulli will appear on Tuesday,
Feb. 13,with the BSU Jazz Band and a specially selected AII·Star
District III Directors' Band. A native of Montana, Vizzutti eamed
his bachelors and master's degrees and performer'S certificate
at the Eastman School of Music in New York. He has performed
in 29 countries and appeared with the Tokyo PhUharmonic and
Rochester (N.Y.) Philharmonic. Vizzutti has also played on numerous movie soundtracks, including 1941, Star Trek and The
Black Stallionand produced a video and book about the trumpet.
The festival, hosted by the BSU music department, offers
workshops and clinics for high school student vocal and instrumental groups which enable them to listen and leamfrom one
another and professional musicians like Vizzulli..
. , ,
Concert tickets are $1 o at the door and seating ISlimited.

Saturday, february 24

Wednesday, february 21
Senior recital, Kirsten Kiesel, soprano, and Taml Franks,
mezzo S<?prano,7 prn., Morrison Center Recital Hall, free.

Missoula Children's Theatre's Plnocchlo, presented by
Caldwell Fine Art Series, 1:30 p.m., College of Idaho's
Jewett Auditorium, Caldwell. Tickets are $6 adults and
$3 students at all select-a-seat oullets. Call 459-3405
or 459-0393 for more information;
Annual Humanities Fair and musical dinner, 7 p.m., Bishop's
House on Old Penitentiary Road. Features choral music by
the BSU Jazz Singers and a sit-down dinner catered by
Callett's Classics Catering. Tickets are $14 or two for
$26 at Dunkley Music, Union Station in BSU's Student
Union and the BSU Library, room 206.
Gymnastics, BSU vs. Washington, 7:30p.m., Human
Performance Center.

Rockwith

Benefit concert for famous Idaho folksinger Rosalie
Sorrels, featuring the Jay Walkers and Chicken Cordon
Blues, 8p.m. to midnight, The Mardi Gras. $5 donation at
the door. '

Instead of chocolates, give your sweetheart Rock Candy at
the Valentine's Bash at 8:30 p.m. Feb. 16 in the Mardi Gras
Ballroom, 615 S. 9th in Boise.
The mixer, open to those 18 and older, will feature Boise
band Rock Candy. The progressive rock band ....111play modem
favorites by !.J2and Depeche Mode as well as onginaltunes.
Rock Gandy performers are Tim Murphy and Michael Kenten,
both veterans of Bates Motel, and Debbi Rickter, Mall Scuri, Rob
Baker and Steve Wickstrum.
, Cost is $4 general admission and $3 for BSU students; beer
and wine will be served ,tothose with valid identification.
The dance will benefit Scabbard and Blade, a BSU student
organization. For more information, call 385-3500.

Sunday, february 25
Gordon Hannum speaks and shows
Boise's early·day electric trolley
Public Library Auditorium, free.
drove cars, before busses were
greenbelt existed, there were
Boiseans to ride.

I'

Masterclass with the Cassatt Quartet, 4p.m., Morrison
Center Recital Hall, free:
.

slides 0l'I the history of
system; 2 p.m., Boise
Before many people.
abundant, before the
electric trolleys for
'

Celebrate Idaho at the humanities
fair and sit-down dinner Feb. 23 & 24
You can take a stroll down music's memory lane at the
annual humanities fair, sponsored by BSU's Department of Interdisciplinary Humanities. The musical dinner program will be at7
p.m. Feb. 23 ~nd 24 at the Bishop's House on Old Pimitentiary
Road.
'
C
- The theme of the program is A Celebration of Idaho's ,
Statehood ~a Gay90's Revelry, and will feature choralmuslc by
the BSU Jazz Singers, under the direction of BSU music professors Ed Winston and Gerald Schroeder. The program will also
Include a melodrama performed by communication department
students, under the direction of professor Dawn Craner.
The musical dinner-theater production will be held in conjunction with a sit-down dinner prepared by Catlett's Classics
Catering. Tickets are $14 each, two for $26 at Dunkley Music,
Union Station in BSU's Student Union Building and the BSU
Library, Room 206. For more.information, call 385·3304.

SPB Idaho films night, Northwest Hal (video) and
Northwest Passage, 7 p.m., Special Events Center, free.
Northwest Passage is a dramatic movie filmed in McCall,
which plays the role of New York state and eastern

Wrestling, BSU vs. University of Oregon, 7 p.m., Human
Performance Center.

Cam

Annual Humanities Fair and musical dinner, 7 pm., Bishop's
House on Old Penitentiary Road. Features choral music by
thelBSU Jazz Singers and a sit-down dinner catered by
Catlett's Classics Catering. Tickets are $14 or two for
$26 at Dunkiey Music, Union Station .in BSU's Student
Union and the BSU Library, room 206.

Monday, february 26

Cassatt Quartet, presented by the Boise Chamber Music
Series, 8 p.m., Morrison Center Recital Hall. For ticket
information, call 385-1216.

Rock Candy Feb. 16

SPB film, Boyfriends and Girlfriends,,8p.m., Special
Events Center. Admission is free to BSU students, $1
BSU faculty, staff, alumni and high school students, and
$2.50 general.
.

Sopranos to sing both classtcs and
contemporaries at student recital

,

I

~

~nnuaf
Liberal
gallery
'<~
~, Friday,

m
tII:.{

SPB film, Boyfriends and Girlfriends, 8 p.m., Special
E~ents Center. Admission is free to BSU students, $1
B~U faculty, staff, alumni and high school students, and
$2.50 general. Boyftiends and Girlfriends is a French
comedy about the interplay of choice and chance in selling
the wayward course of romantic love.
MIssoula Children's Theatre's Plnocchlo, presented by
Caldwell Fine Art Series, 1:30 p.m., College of Idaho's
Jewell Auditorium, Caldwell. 'Tickets are $6 adults and
$3:students at all Select-a-Seat outlets. Call 459·3405
or 459-0393 for more information.
Thin White Rope In eoncertwith the opening guests The
Dirt Fishermen, doors open at 8 p.m., The Zoo at 1246
Front St. Tickets are $5 at the door.

I
,',

~il

m
BSU FaCUlty ShoW, BSU Gallery of Art in the
Arts Building. Show runs through March 2 and ,,}
hours are 9:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through x
noon to 5 p.m. Saturday through Sunday.
i~:~.,,::>.::.,,:,,:::,~~*::

Ii

Centennial Traveling· Art Exhibit Paint Idaho, through 11-.'
March 3, BSU Student Union Union Street Cafe and l*l
Special Events Center lobby.
',f,:,'

. Progressions of senior art major Jim Rupp, through Feb.
28, Student Union Boisean Lounge. Exhibit includes
photography, drawings and paintings.

BSU students Tami Franks, mezzo soprano, and Kirsten .
Kiesel, soprano, will give a student recital at7 p.m. Feb. 21 inthe
Morrison Center Recital Hall. The recital is free.
The program will include works by Brahms, Faure, Chausson, Mozart, Handel and coruemporary English 'composers.
Kiesel and Franks are students of BSU voice 'professor CatherineEllio!.
.
Boise native Franks, a senior, is a music major with a
secondary education option. Kiesel, of Longmont, Colo., is a
junior majoring in music performance.

f@

I"

'1~

BSU.to stage classic Greek drama
Medea, a Greek tale of love and revenge, will be presented
at8 p.m. F.eb.20-24 at Morrison Center Stage II.The production,
presented by the BSU theatre arts department, is directed by.
faculty member Charles Lauterbach.
The play is an adaptation by American poet Robinson
Jeffers that was first produced in the late '40s or early '50s and
starred Judith Anderson. It is a story of cnme and passion
between the Greek figures Jason and Medea and the revenge
seeks upon him When their'love is lost.
Tickets are $6 general· admission and $4 for juniors and
seniors at all Select-a-Seat ouUets. Free tickets are available to
BSU faculty, staff and students one week before the production
from campus Select-a-Seat outlets.
'
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cozy. up with your. sweetie and a video
•

by Lee Arnold
__
The University News
"
Another Valentine's Day
beckons and you're anticipating
one of those cards brought to you
by the bards of Hallmark. But
what's worse, you've blown off
the card/gift-giving ritual to the
last minute, and now you're afraid
you are going to be one of the
transgressors, settling for one of
those goofy eards the day before
the 14th.
Well say no more. At your
friendly local video store (and in
this town there's a bunch of 'em)
are a number of appropriatelyseasoned releases on video, both
classic and recent, blockbuster
and not-so-big, that make for the
perfect excuse to get your loved
one (or hoped-for) over for
popcorn, cheap wine and ... well,
you know.
We'll start with some of my
favorites. The old standby
Casablanca, with Bogart,
Bergman, and that wonderful
'Hogey Carmichael tune (You
know, "You must remember this/a
t .

a kiss is still a kiss/a sigh is just a
sigh ... ") never seems to quit
getting better, even almost 47
years after its original release.
And with Sam tinkling away at
the ivories, you get all the
tenderness you need. These two
make Rock and Doris, some 20
years later, look homogenized by
comparison.
While we are on the subject
of these two, check out Pillow
Talk anyway. Probably the best
of the Hudson-Day sex comedies
of the '50s and '60s, this 1958
release pits the most virtuous '
woman in America against (at the
Cher lugs al the heartstrings In Moonstruck
time) the baron of beefcake (as
the fanzines raved), and this is
miniscule sample: 1964's The
Street. "Swinging London," you
worth a view if for no other
Great Race with Jack Lemmon,
name it-and that Tom Jones
reason but to have some laughs at Tony Curtis, Natalie Wood and a
theme tune to boot Woody also
an era that suffered through
pre-Columbo Peter Falk, This is
weighs in with 1969's Take the
kidney-shaped swimming pools,
one of those three-hour-plus
Money and Run. his first direcbackyard bomb shelters, Eisenensemble' extravaganzas centering
toral effort and an excellent
hower, and the hula hoop. She's
on anaround-the-world automointroduction to the early Allen,
an interior decorator and he's a
, bile race, with the greatest piepre-Annie Hall phase of his
songwriter in a farce that, seen
throwing escapade ever captured
career,
now, is pure com.
on film. The following year's
, Coming closer to our times
Getting away from the strict
What's New Pussycat? with Peter are a number of excellent titles.
boy-girl thing for a moment, just
Sellers and Woody Allen is one of Woody Allen again hits the mark
about any of the entertaining '60s
in two of the films that initiated
those movies that capture the
comedies are must-gets. Just a
flavor of the '60s scene-Carnaby
his more introspective, happy-sad

phase-Annie Hall from 1977
, and M anhauan, made two years
later. Manhattan may seem odd
on the face of it-a Valentine to a
city-but who ever said a
Valentine had to be to someone?
In the' 80s, while there have,
been more boy-loves-girl-boyloses-girl-boy-wins-back-girl
flicks than you can shake a stick
at. and many have been of negli~
gable quality, there-were a few
. ~~~~~:~~ ~e:~e~:b~f
the
Lightness of Being (1988), based
on the Milan Kundera novel about
the tightly-wound lives of a man
. and two women against the
backdrop of the Czech "Prague
Spring" and the subsequent Soviet
invasion in 1968. Moonstruck
(also from 1988) tugged at the
heartstrings of every ItalianAmerican and Cher-wanna-be,
and continues to enjoy a second
life on video. And of course, we
can't fail to mention An Officer
and a Gentleman from 1983.
Richard Gere, Debra Winger, Lou
Gossett, Jr., and naval pilot
training. What more can you ask
for?
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ON THE GROVE
[WI Main. 342·8747

Cruise Ship Jobs
HIRING Men· Womon. Summorfr'oar Round.
PHOTOGRAPHERS, TOUR GUIDES,
RECREATION PERSONNEL Excollont pay plus
FREE travel carlbboan, HowaU, Bahamas, South
PllCIlc, Mexico.
.
CALL NOWI cal refundabill.
1-201:-736-0775, Ell. 600 N.
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Youtllike your roommates
a whole lotbetter if they didn't
show up on your phone bill.
John calledChlcagoAndycalledl.A,

Or was that Pete?
Don't sweat it. Sorting out roommates is easy when you get AJ&J' Call Manager Service.
Because with it, you can all get your long distance charges listed separately even though
, you share the same phone number. And it costs you nothing.
To find out more about the free.AJ&FCallManager Service, dial 1800 222-0300, ext: 600.
It11 make both your bills and your roommates much easier to live with.

-~.
~) 1990AT&T

-

AllraT
The right cholce..

vvriters
~ •for an interview
appointment call
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BSUtrips offer some educational fun and sun
by Holly M. Anderson .~
The University News ~
Travel to Greece

v
~~

<

•

Can't get away for very long,
butstill want to venture into
foreign .or unknown lands? No
problem. BSU offers several fun,
educational and fairly reasonably
priced, travel programs.
For example, history professor Phoebe Lundy, and Suzanne
McCorkle, a professor of communication, are gathering up a group
to trek to Greece this spring.
Departing May 16, the tour gives
students the opportunity to
explore the "cradle of Westem
civilization. "
Total cost for the 12-day trip
is $2185, if paid by this week.
Originally, the deadline for
payment was Feb. 9. However,
McCorkle said late registrations
wiIl be accepted if arrangements
are made by Feb. 14. Due to
'
airfare restrictions, the cost
increases by $200 for payments
made after this week. Lundy also
advises taking a minimum of $10a-day spending money.
,

Twoweeksisjus~enough
time to experience many of the
mysteries of Greece said Lundy.
"Compared to the United Stales or
Canada, Greece is not very big.
The country is small enough to
visit a.lot of towns and places.
We'll be able to see both inland
and seacoast areas."
, Students interested in
obtaining academic credit for the
Greece program may do so by
discussing possible independent
study topics with their advisers or
with Lundy or McCorkle in
advance.

Greece trip are encouraged to
contact Lundy (385-3928) or
McCorkle (385-1985) as soon as
possible.
Summer trips

While the trip to Greece is
sponsored by'the School of Social
Sciences and Public Affairs, a
number of other short-time trips
are available through the Division
of Continuing Education. Walt
Miszczenko, professor of history,
is leading a group to Germany for
12 days of culture, history and
language June 12 through the 23.
Cost is $1,895, including airfare
from Boise to Germany. Three
graduate or undergraduale credits
are available for those students
making the trip.
Also in the works is a trip to
However, for most students,
China June 28 through July 12.
making the trip will be an '
For $2799, the tour visits several
educational experience in itself,
Chinese cities such as Beijing and
according to McCorkle. "It is
Shanghai and also includes.two
really easy in Boise, Idaho, to
nights in Hong Kong.
forget about what the rest of the
Continuing Education also
world is like," said McCorkle.
"We live in a global world.
offers a summer program in
Travel is an important part of your Morella, Mexico. The five-week
program includes a week spent.
education," added Lundy. '
touring the Mexicancountryside,
Students interested in the

beaches, and its largest city,
Mexico City. Once in Morella,
students are placed in homestays
with Mexican families and attend
academic classes in the Spanish
language plus a course or two in
anthropology, sociology or
teacher education. Cost for this
program totals $1,687, exclusive
of spending money.
Continuing Education also,
offers summer study in Bayonne,
France. For more information on
this, or any other Continuing
Education International travel
program, contact Linda Urquidi at
385-3295.
Sun and surf
A sailing trip in the Bahamas
scheduled for May 18 through the
26 is filling up fast according to
the Outdoor Adventure Program's
Randy Miller. The cost for the
trip, not including roundtrip
airfare to Miami, is $425 for fulltime students and $450 for all
others.
The same holds true for ,
Miller's ever popular Spring
Break trek to San Carlos, Mexico.
According to MiIler, there are

only 20 places left for this trip
which costs $250 for full-time
students and $295 for all others.
Students who have enrolled
for the trip for fitness activities
credit still need to register with
Miller by signing up in room 209
of the Human Performance Center
(aka Old Gym) and putting down
a deposit HaIf the cost of the
Mexico trip is due Feb. 12, and
the remainder must be paid by
March 4. For the Bahamas voyage, a deposit of $150 is due by
Feb. 16.
.
Students still wanting to
register for one of the trips nced
to check on space availability
with the OutdoorAdventure
Program. For more information,
call 385-195I.
Bon Voyage ...

Next time in Globe-trotting,
the tales of BSU students who '
have traveled 10 foreign lands
independent of tours or educational programs. Thisfeature
was originally scheduled to run
this week, but due to space '
limitations look for it in the Feb.
26 issue of The University News.

-',

California's thin White Rope play Boise on Feb. 23 at The Zoo. Boise's
Dirt Fishermen open the show. Admission Is $5.

Hang with Thin White Rope
to do is listen, drink and shake.
TWR is as American as
anyone, I guess. So it makes
sense that they should tour the
Don't be surprised if Thin
Evil Empire. 'But while the Red
While Rope's dark but beautifully
Carpet treatment was rolled out
twisted vision on the stale of
for the likes of Billy-Bon-Jovithings doesn't register in your
Joel for their diplomacy tour,
guitar band memory file. When.
Thin While Rope had to pry open
the Davis California four piece
the Iron Curtain themselves.
takes the Zoo stage on Friday,
While Billy was probably slamFeb. 23 remember; What's here
ming vodka with any number of
ain't been here before.
soft-tongued diplomats, Thin
While TWR is one of the
While Rope were on train rides
more inventive bands. around,
that lasted up to 53 hours. And
they manage to avoid the dol-'
because of alcohol rationing,
drums ofcreativity for creativity'S
these Californians had to subsist
sake by tangling up barbed wire
on what singer Guy Kyser demelodies with some curious and
scribed as a "wry fermentation of
sick themes. But describing
grape skins and seedsvfrom
TWR.is pointless. Webster
"George Romero extras on the
, wasn;t thinking along their lines ,
train."
and they don't think along his. As
-Anyway, Thin While Rope
one member put it ; "They don't
calls out that dark and subtle
have' words for what we do."
weirdness lodged-in your mind
. They do however, compare to right behind all those Outer Limits
Joy Division. But only if David
reruns and Roy Orbison melodies.' .
Lynch were in the band. They
.After the show. maybe a week
definitely don't sound like
later, you'll be at the maIl and
,,,, Erasure and they make REM.
,think "those guys were really
sound like the weenies they reaIly
coo\''' If so, leave the mall and
are. So what can you do with ibis find their record. If nothing else,
five- album-oldband? Well, first
go for the love of Ireland.
, you Can be-impressed by their .
Opening for Thin While
immense popularity in Europe, or ' Rope
filthy good Dirt Fishertheir tour of the Soviet Union or
men; Doors open at 8 p.m. and it .
the fact that they are stilI tethered
costs $5 to get in.
to the real world because they
have day jobs, But the best thing
by Jeff Faulkner
The University News

are

, Smith Corona presents three products that can
, help make schoolwork academic.
The Smith Corona PWP 2000 Personal Word
Processor is in a class by itself. It's so compact it can
fit in the most compact dorm' room. Yet, thanks to
features like a built-in disk drive, 100,000 character
DataDisk capacity, and a crystal clear display, it
makes it easy to transform B's into Ns..
For those who prefer an electronic typewriter,
the Smith Corona XD 4600 is the typewriter of
preference. With its 16 character display and ap·
proximately 7,000 characters of editable 'memory,

yo'u can have the convenience of word processing
features with the Simplicity of a typewriter.
'
Of course, the pocket-size.Spell-Right" 300P
also comes with impeccable references. In this
case, a built-in electronic dictionary, a thesaurus,
a calculator, even a collection of challenging
word games.
,'
.'
. .
So if you're thinking Magna Cum Laude at
the end of this year, . '
don't forget to think' ,.SMITI-I
'.
Smith Corona at the. . ~~~
begi~ning of this year.
AT'IOUR
"
!

For mort' informAtion on these products. wnte to Smnh Corona Cmp<lfatlon,
.
or Sm~th Corona Canacb, 440 TapS(on Road. Scerborocgh,

6$ locust Avrnu(. NC'WCanaan.
Ontano, Canada MIB.IV"..
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by John McMahon
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by Stella Rondo

Thoughts

on Pound

by Thorn Young

Thumping rhythms of the goose stepping
metronome
counting steady marching

time:

So unlike the frenetic dances of an impetuous song
whose melody meanders
whose bassline is a convolution
of progressions
Whose drummeris
a Buddy Rich or aJohn Bonham
pounding out the beats
not as a clockrnen.
Not the Watchmen.
waiting idly
viewing and observing
unfeeling eyes
Not watchmen,

with cold

but agents.
seducing
anguishing
lusting.

Thefirst edition of 'Thoughts on Pound" appeared in the
/987 issue of cold drill.

"Holy Mary, rriotherof God Junior," cried Jesus.
"Can't you
keep tnat kid quiet for a second!" God Junior jumped on his
father's back and clapped his hands over his father's eyes,
while his mother, belly·round as creation, was frying flour
tortillas.
"Guess who,Daddy!"
he screame~ in the rabbi's ear.
A clot of blood slid from the youngster1s left palm and
plopped onto the sacred papyrus the rabbi was writing.
Another clot slid from the right.
"God Junior, damn it! "
Thu~der rolled in the cloud~ess sky. St~am hissed in the
pan.
"G9 to your room, God," said Mary, flipping her tortilla.
"Aww, Ma!"
Jesus dabbed at his papyrus with a bit of his robe and his
spit "Stigmata again!" He shook his head bitterly. "Suffer
the little children who come to bother me~"
.
"Mind what you say," answered Mary. "You r father's
watching.
He~s go~ us tuned in all day lon~ on his TV set.
Don't piss him off again, Jesus. Last time you pis~ed him
off we got no manna for t~o weeks and had to take in
boarders. Not that, you'd care ..." She flipped the tortilla,
aaain. It soared for a moment like a dove.
"You should qet a
j~b, old man You're 'not bringing .home the loaves and fi~hes
like you used to. Nobody comes to your lectures no more."
In 'his room God JUnior flipped on the TV and flicked the
remote control across the centuries, searching for a sequel
to Dallas: Mary slid the tortilla onto a plate and slapped
it down in front of Jesus. "This on~'s yours," she-said.
"It's got your face on it."
Jesus pushed the plate aside. He spat on his reed pen,
dabbed it .in lamp black and began to write again: My god, my
god, my god, my god. Why hast thou forsaken me?

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Free Mone,Y
DEADUNE
2/28/90

NAME
ROTCSchoJcushlp

NANNIFS!!! As the fastest growing agency in
the East, we offer immediate placement in the New
York,New Jersey ,Connecticutareas. Our agency's
"plus" is that you personally meet with our parents
and children before you accept a position. Certified
training classes offered. Great benefits-paid vacation, health insurance, and more. Over 250 nannies
· placed yearly. Yearly employment only. NANNIES PLUS 1-800-752-0078.
.Help Wanted: Sales-Earn
25% commlsslon ,
.. paid in cash as youearn-no waiting for pay· checks. The product sells itself! 100% guaranteed
toyourcustomer. Part-time or full-time. Call Mike
at 322-4228.

AMOUNT
Varies

.,

-----1

SPECS
Twoand three year scholarships'or men
and women preparing 'or military or
civilian career. 2.5GPA

0'

St.ElizabethHospitaland
Health Core Auxiliary
Scholarship

3/1/90

Approx
. $500

Must be graduates
a Baker County,
Oregon high school or current Baker
County resident. Must be sophomore by
september In health-care fleld.

Rocky Mountain Region
Biennial Graduate Fellowship 'or Women

3/1/90

$2.000

Must be a woman beginning
or
continuing graduate study In accepted
fields In which there Is a need 'or
leadership. Must be In need
financial
assistance.

0'

!'1f"iinalian on the scholarships listed obove is provided by the BSUFinancial Aid office' and ere printed here
as a service 10 students. For more information on Ihese and other financial olo. contact the Financial Aid
Office, Administration Building, Room 117,

Market Discoverer Credit Cards on your campus. Flexible hours. Earn as much as $1O.oo/hour.
Only ten positions available. Cilll'I-800-9508472, ext. 3024.
STOP! IMMEDIATELY· HIRING!!!
Huge
Aircraft/Aerospace manufacturing companies in
Los Angeles, need workers immediately! All levcis, Top wages, On the job training; no lay-offs,
Send inquiries to: WESCOGA, 2682 Imperial
Hwy Suite 368-UN, Inglewood, CA. 90303
$$HUNDRED WEEKLY$$ (PIT) Completing
MIP Refund Policies. U.S. GOVERNMENT
PROGRAM. CALL 1-713-292-9131. 24 HOUR
RECORDED MESSAGE. Please Have Pen Ready .
ALASKA NOW HIRING. Logging, const., fishing, nurses, teachers, etc. Up to.$7,000 mth, CALL
NOW! 206-748-7544, Ext. A-253.
UNLIMITED INCOME! Assemble products in
your home. Easy work. Excellent pay. No experience needed. Call 318-828-4989, Ext. H1232 24
Hrs. Incl. Sundays.
Market Discoverer Credit Cards on your cam- .
pus. Flexible Hours. Earn as much as $1O.oo/hour.
Only ten .positions available. 'Call 1-800-9508472, ext. 3024.
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR CALLING. PLUS
RAISE UP TO $1, 760 IN ONLY 10 DAYS.
Student' groups, frats and sororities needed for
marketing project on campus. For details plus your
FREE GIFT. Group officers call 1-800-765-8472
Ext 50.

,

i

WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR BIG
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO $1,400 IN
JUST 10 DAYS!!! Objective:
Fundraiser
· Commitment: Minimal Money: Raise $1,400
Cost: Zero Investment Campus Organizations,
clubs, frats, soroririescall OCMC: 1 (800) 932<,)528 11(800)950-8472, ext 10.

"

Test Drive A Career If you're an achiever, you
can get on a fast track with Nonhwestern Mutual '

,I
I.

I

I
'01 .

Life. Our Internship Program lets you test drive a
sales career in insurance and financial services
while you're still in school! .~ an intern, your
intelligence and productivity can literally payoff in
a big w.ay., CUi leadinginterns are making fivefigure incomes. At the same time, you'll receive
extensivetraining and gain valuable experience
that will help you with your career path, Get a head
start today. Call or write to get your keys to a test
drive. Bob Rice. General Agent. Layne Hepworth
College Unit Director 1555 Shorline Dr. Suite21O,
Boise Idaho, 83702. (208)383-0210 (Northwestern Mutual Life)
VISA OR MASTERCARD!
Even if bankrupt
or bad credit! We Guarantee you a card or double
your money back. Call 1-805-682·7555 EXT. M1289.)calI1 d~ysa week) ..
Is It True .... Jeeps for $44 through the Government? Call for facts! 1·708-742~1l42 Ext. 9445- '

A.
REPOSSESSED VA & HUD HOMES available
from government from $I without credit check.
You repair. Also tax delinquent foreclosures CALL
1-805-682-7555 EXT H2151 for repo .tis~ your
area. (call 7 days a week).
.
SEIZED
furniture,
Customs.
682-7~55

cars, trucks, 4wheelers, TV's, stereos,
computers by DEA, FBI, IRS, and US. ,
Available your area now. Call 1-805- .
Ext. C-1767. (call 7 days a week).
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Sullivan plays basketball
and, coaches Special
Olympic bowling
come obstacles."
And this philosophy has spilled
over into her basketball playing,
"Wendy leads by example,"
Student athletes must juggle said coach June Daugherty, "She
classes, practices and competition works real hard, she comes out and
earefullytobesuccessfulinallthree.
gives 100 percent physically and
For most athletes this is challenging mentally everyday whetherits pracenough. As a rule, few athletes tice or a game. Wendy shows the
have much time todo anything else. younger players what it takes to be
But rules are made to be bro- a starter."
ken.
This season Sullivan has averWomen's basketball senior aged 7.8points, 7 rebounds, and 1.6
Wendy Sullivan found time not only steals per game. She leads the team
for school and basketball, but to in shooting percentage with 47
give a little something back to the percent.
Boise community. Last May, Sulli"We are coming off two hard
van was a bowling coach in the losses to Montana and Montana
Special Olympics in Moscow.
State, but have regrouped and are
As a class project last spring, ready to finish the year right. The
/' she had to perform 20 hours of last couple of years we have had the
community service. Afterfulfillingtendency
to slide downhill toward
her commitment, Sullivan stayed the end of the season,", Sullivan
on and continued coaching.
said.
"It helped me to work with
But when a player like Wendy
people better," she said. "I learned' Sullivan reaches her full potential,
that if something can't be done one one can only expect the Broncos to
way you have to find another way to be atop the Big Sky.
'
do it. You have to work to over,.

Greg, Marcia,
Peter, Jan,
Bobby, Cindy
by Corky Hansen .
The University News

by Matt Fritsch
The University News

Women suffer painful
loss to U of I, 89-46
by Matt Fritsch
The University News

I.'

The women Broncos suffered
four consecutive losses as they
headed into the second half of basketball season.
They were beaten by Eastern
Washington University last Friday
by a score of S2-68~ The following
night the women were trounced by
Idaho 89-46 their worst loss of the
year.
Against EWU, the Broncos
were out-rebounded by 53-44 by
the taller Eagles. Beck Sievers led
the team with 21 points and nine
rebounds. As a team, the Broncos
connected on only 29 percent of
their field goal attempts, completing just 23 of 79 shots. EWU was
led by six-foot sophomore Vanessa
Jones who had 22 points. Missy
.

Bronco forward Wendy Sullivan reaches to out-rebound
ern Washington opponent.

East-

Track team finishes first
-----...;...----by Lily Looney
The University News

crossed the finish line in second
placc wlthatimc otvk lz.I seconds.

Junior Eugene Green bounded
Chubb, a six-foot, two-inch sophoto a personal best in the long jump,
more added IS points forthe Eagles.
The Bronco men brought home leaping 24-6 1/2 to a first place
Saturday night the shooting a first-place finish from the Inter- finish, and sophomore' Burlington
wocscontinuedastheBroncossank
mountain States Games hosted by Moss finished second in the triple
a mere 30 percent against Idaho. Idaho State University.
jump clearing 50-10 1/4.
The 43 point deficit to the Vandals
Competing against 11 other rcBoise State's women completed
was the worst loss for the Broncos gional teams, the Broncos ran up 81 a two-day meet, and placed fourth
eclipsing a 25 point loss to Montana team points to defeat second-place with 63 team points, leaving behind
in the first game of conference play. Washington State at 73 points. ISU Idaho State, who scored 44 points.
111e Idaho frontline destroyed and Utah State tied for third with 71 BYU led the women's teams with
the Broncos with a combined point points, and fourth place Brigham 80 points, USU came in second
total of 45 points. In addition, the Young was leftin the dust witha68~ with 69, and Weber State College
Vandals out-rebounded the Bron- point finish.
finished third with 63.
cos 57-26.
. Sophomore Dowen Raynor finIn the long jump BSU's Stachia
After 20 minutes of play the ished with first place, !1 personal Neeley took first place with ajump
Vandals led 41-14. That score rep- best,andaNCAA qualifying run in of 18-1 1/4. In the 2oo-meter run,
resents both the lowest first half the 4oo-meter dash when he broke senior Sherill Brown crossed the
score by the women Broncos and throughthe tape.in 47.74 seconds. line in second place with 25.15
the highest point total allowed by Junior David Lawyer captured first seconds on the clock. Senior Clara
the Broncos iri the first half.
place in the200meterwithaspccdy
Boyde finished the 55-meter dash
Sophomore Teresa Johnson led finish of 71.96 seconds. Junior Ed in 7.22 seconds to lake second.
.
- the Broncos with eight points. McElroy took first place in the 55-In
the 16OO-meter relay, the
Wendy Sullivan contributed to the meter hurdles with a finishing time women raced to a second-place
effort with six rebounds.
' of 7;46 seconds . .In the 1600 meter finish with a time of 3:51.6.
relay, the team of Lawyer, McElroy
The Broncos go north this week
. and M iller and Raynor claimed to compete in the Vandal indoor Invictory with a time of3:15.S,
vitational on Friday, Feb. 16.
Inthe mile, junior Dan Crane

Athletesot the Week

Wrestler'S hold off BYU'
No photo
available

Wrestling
Nels Nelson, junior, Dillon,
MonL, 158 lb., division. Last
week'sl0-2winagainstBrigharn
Young sophomore Brent Livingston gives him a 20-7~2 recani for the season.

I

Track and Field
Stachia Neeley ,senior, Nassau,
Bahamas. Placed first with a
jumpof18-11/4,andranalegin
BSU's second place finish in the
4 x 400-meter relay in the Intermountain States Games last
• week.

With the win, Tennant upped his
by Corky Hansen
record to 14-9-2.
The Unl~erslty News
Tennant was followed by 126For the second time in as many pound first year student Ray Hickcontests in the 1990 season, the man (9-12), who defeated Brigham
Boise State wrestlers were victori- Young's Marcus Stones, another
ous over Brigham Young Univer- first year student, 7-1.
sity in head-to-head action.
In the 134-pound division,
'The Broncos, now 8-10 in dual Boise State firsr year student Tony
competition, won 24-15011 Jan. 12 Evans'(12-15) edged out first year
in Boise, and stopped the Cougars student Robert Egbert of BYU 9~7.
again last Friday in Provo, 20-13. .
After BSU sophomore Tony
Boise State jumped out early, Piva was beaten 6-1 in the 142just as they did Jan. 12, winning six pound division, the Broncos ripped
of me first seven matches on their off three more consecutive victoway to a 20-3 lead. In January's ries. Junior Nels Nelson(20~7-2)
contest, the Broneos also won six of .won 10-2 at 150 pounds, and senior
the first seven matches, building a Jim Putman (17-6-2) rolled over
24:2 advantage.'
Brigham Young first year student
Boise State senior Dan Ten- Dustin Hiatt 20-5 in one of two
nant gave tile Broncos an early lead rematches. Putman manhandled
with a 6-2 decision at 118 pounds. Hiatt 15-6iiltl1eirJan.12mateh-up.

Well, the Student Union Building renovation/addition is finally in
the works; Orange flags, a truckload of dirt, a surveyor and seven
shiny blue shovels have made it
official.
.
The biggest dilema now is not
how much the project is going to
cost (an increase in student fees has
already taken careofthat loose end),
or even the question of whether or
not the $5 million 18-room expansion will be completed in th~20th
century. The real question is what
exactly are we going to name these
rooms? .
There they are, sitting ina small, musty, dark office. Scattered papers and empty coffee cups depict
hours-rnaybe even days-of continuous work. Birr and Leon have
been hired to somehow put together
18 names within a catchy theme.
Impossible? Let's look in...
"Boy, I just don't. know anymore, Biff. It seems like we've
been here for days, and we haven't
accomplished one thingl"
"We have been here for days,
Leon. And if you'd try to help instead of always complaining, maybe
we could gctouua here before spring
break,"
Leon gets up quickly, and
begins to pace across the room,
following what is now an obvious
groove in the plushcarpet. Hebegins
to pound the palm of his hand against
his forehead-again.
"Think, think, think! The
longer I sit here, the blanker my
mind gets!'.'
"There is no such word as
'blanker,' Leon."
"Don't start with that again,
Biff, I just can't stand it when you
correct my grammar!"
Biff shrugs, and kills his 92nd
cup of coffee.
"Okay, once more. What's the
theme of the old Student Union?",
"Something about the counties
in Idahoorsomething, Idon'tknow.
It's pretty lame."
. "Yeah, so we want something
catchy. Hey, how about we name
all the rooms after Boise State basketball players?"
"Whaddya mean, Biff,like the
'Blythe Room,' 'King Room,' and
the 'Lowery Room?"
"Sounds okay, doesn't it?"
'''It'd be pretty confusing when
we named two of them the 'Wright
Room."
"Yeah, I suppose you're right,
although Isure like the sound oftbe
'Tanoka Room ..,''' .
Now it's Leon's turn to shrug
and kill his92nd cup of coffee. Biff
walks over to the window and peers
anxiously. through the blind.
"Arc they still ,watching us,
Biffl"
"Yeah, they're stilI out there; I
suppose they've got IDeother exits
covered too."
"Ijustgottagetouttahere,
Biff.'
I'm cracking up-"
"Takeiteasy,Lcon.
We'llget
out of here soon." '
An idea strikes Biff. He smiles,
arid picks up his coat.
"It's so easy; I don't know why
I didn't think ont sooner! Let'sjust
name 'em.llfter the Brady's ..."
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Returningtale~tand'promisi~g ne~comers Gymnasts trip up in dismal trip
round out men s and women s tennis teams
formers of 1990. Although they
finished in fourth in the meet, the
'Bronco's scored a respectable
183.1 points, behind Oregon State
In many ways, last week's
(188.0), Stanford (185.55) and
road trip could be considered
Cal Poly-SLO (183.75).
unsuccessful for the Bronco
"We handled the pressure
gymnastics team. On Friday, they mentally a lot better in Saturday's
scored a season low 181.2 points
meet that against Cal-Berkely,"
-;0'
and were beaten soundly by host
said head coach Yvonne Sandteam Cal-Berkley, who scored
mire. "We knew we had to get in
186.2. On Saturday they placed
there and get things done without
fourth behind Oregon State,
Cheri anne Calkins, and we met
Stanford, andCal Poly-SLO, a
the challenge."
'team that scored but 179.85 points
Sophomore Debbie Justus is
the night before.
certainly one who met the
But success is relatlve..
challenge in Calkin's absence, as
Before Fridays meet, junior
she performed in all four events
CherianneCalkins strained her
for the first time this seasons.
neck muscles while warming up
Justus tied with teammate Anne
on the uneven bars. Although
Staker for fourth place in allCalkins injury was not as serious
around competition on Friday
as was previously thought, her
with 36.3 points, and placed Boise
absence was did playa major part State in the all-around with a
in the 181.2 score.
score of 37.05 on Saturday.
On Saturday, the Broncos
The Broncos return home this ....
bounced back, once again without week to host BYU and SPU on
the services of Calkins, who has
Friday, Feb. 16, and Utah State on
been one of Boise State's top per- Feb. 19.

by Corky Hansen
The University News

byWfIIKlng
The University News
A combination of fine returning players with a substantial number of talented newcomers highlight the 1990 Boise State men's
and women's spring tennis season.
Overall, the BSU tennis team
is ranked eighth in a District Seven
pre-season poll, which includes
schools from Big Sky and Western
Athletic conferences, tied with the
University of Nevada. Compared
to other Big Sky schools, BSU is
ranked behind Weber State College, and again lied with Nevada.
A head-to-head collegiate tennis match consists of six singles
matches, followed by three matches
of doubles. The school winning five
or more of the nine total matches is
considered the winner of team competition.
Gavin Fenske, a junior from'
Laguna Niguel, Calif., currently
holds the top of six spots on the
BSU tennis team. Fenske is a transfer from Saddleback Community
College, a junior college where he
was an All-American in 1989. He is
currentlymnked 16th in the District
Seven poll.
"Gavin has great work ethics,"
said Coach Ron Dibelius, who is
beginning his second season at the
helm of the team.
BSU senior Pablo Bracho, the
team's number two singles player,
currently is ranked 22 in the region.
"Pablo is probably the finest
three-setplayerI'veeverseen,"said
Dibelius. "He's one of the players
that is able to block out anything
that goes on around him during the
match, which is really rare and
unique."
MikeBums,ajuniorfromSanta
Rosa, Calif., is the number three
player, sophomore Mike Parker
plays at number four, senior Mike
Harvey at number five, and first

Pablo Bracho

year student "Canuck'YMatheus,
from Ontario, Canada is Boise
State's number six singles player.
In doubles play, Fenske is
teamed with Harvey as BSU's
numberoncseed, Bmchoand Bums
play together at number two, and
the team of Parker andjunior Perkins are number three.
The BSU women's team is
slightly less experienced than the
men, as two first year students and
a sophomore are among the six
singles players.
Sophomore Dierdre Dunphy
holds the team's number one spot,
due in part to her high level of'intensity, according to Dibelius.
"Dierdre has improved a 'great
deal, and is a very tough cornpetitor," said Dibelius. "Diordrc does
not like to lose."
Senior Ter(Croson) Hartshorn,
a third-year performer, plays at
number two.
Incoming first-year student
Kristin Costi, San Diego, plays at
number three for the 'Broncos, with
juniorTercsaGouvreau, who is still
recovering from a stress fracture
injury, in the fourth position.
. Fiona Macleod, a first year
student from Auckland, New Zealand.playsatnumbcrfouralterlandingontheBSUcampusjustnmonth

Kristin Costl

ago. Macleod's progress also has
been hindered by tom ligaments in
her ankle.
Hartshorn is teamed with sophomore Vicki Boas as the women
Broncos' first doubles team, Costi
and Gouvreau play together in the
second spot, and MacLeod and
Dunphy hold the third spot in
doubles play.
.
Bronco men and women both
split their first matches of the spring
season. The men started the season
with a tremendous 9 to zero route
over Utah State University on Feb.
1. Next, they fell 4-5 to ISU. Over
the two matches Bracho, Parker,
Harvey and Matheus picked up two
wins apiece. All three of Bosie
State's doubles teams beat USU
only to fall to ISU.
The women faced Idaho State
in their, first match, and lost 3-6.
,They came back to score their first
win, a 6"3 decision over Utah State
University on Feb. 2.
Hartshorn was the lone woman
Bronco to win singles matches
against both Utah SUIte and Idaho
State, with Dunphy, Costi, MacLeod
and Dunphy were victorious twice
in doubles play, while Hartshorn
and Boas lost one of the two, and
Costi and Gouvreau dropped both
matches.
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Sophomore Uz seeley flIes through the aIr with the greatest of
ease as she performs on the vault.
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preciationfrom the young cleric to urn in the public square, and each
his jailer's blind daughter, who had bachelor drew a name to determine
his date for the com in
USATODAYIApplo College Network brought him food and delivered
Intrigued? There'
-------~---::messages, said Jody L.Roberts of
The Christian ch
It's A.D. 270. You're JI-S
mericanGreetings.
tive, caring kind of guy faeing e·
ut wait! That's not the only event itselfto denounc
lotteries and hel
cution. What do you send a woman
f Feb. 14.
ies in which th
the night before you m \ t your
The Romans celebrated Fe
added. Demaker?
as the Feast of Lupe:reaLi:l.l,
maltli were drawn, R
spite church opposition, love lotterIf your name is Valentin,
cated to the pastoral god upe ,
send a note, and start a trend.
and to Juno, the goddess oflov /As ies continued in many European
countries. The French called them
That note, signed 'from your, pact of the merrymakiPg, Rman
Valentine,' was a message of ap- maidens placed their n~
in an chance boxes, which allowed the

by Koren Knutson
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TO ALL THE FACULTY LISTED BELOW

From the 580 Honors Students
at Boise State University
The following professors have helped us to enhance our undergraduate education at
Boise State University. By teaching honors sections of departmental courses, by
directing summer readings, by teaching honors colloqutua, by directing independent
studies, by contracting with us for the H-option so we could do honors work in regular
classes, by serving on committees for Senior Honors Projects, by serving on the Honors
Program Committee of the Faculty Senate, and by serving as chairs of departments and
deans of colleges and schools which supported these other faculty and staff members,
you have helped make our education something speclal.

From all of us:
JrJmanl{§ for all you do!

:.

,.

Louise Ackley, Engl ish: John Allen, Physics; Linda Anooshian, Psychology; Phi lip Atlakson, Theatre Arts;
Robert Bahrath, TE:acher Education: Charles Baker, Biology: Richard Baker, Sociology: Joseph Baldassarre,
Music; Richard Banks, Chemistry: Glen Barrett, History: ~ylla Barsness, Psychology: Elmo Benson, Art: Elton
Bentley, Geology: Lewis Bernstein, History; Lewis Bernstein; History: Pat Bleter, Teacher Education: Robert
Boren, Communication: Dale Boyer, English: Alan Brinton, Philosophy: Tim Brown, Library; Peter Buhler,
History: Richard E. Bull ington, Vice-President Emeritus: Orvis Burmaster, Engl ish; Steve BUSS, Theatre Arts:
Loren Carter, Chemistry: Faith Carter, Chemistry; Russ Centanni, Biology; Garvin Chastain, Psychology: Jim
Christensen, Sociology: Conrad Colby, Medical Records Science: Marvin Cox, Communication: Dawn Craqer,
Communication: Norman Dahm, Construction ~anagcmcqt: Jack Dolton, Chemistry: Charles Davis, English: Jon
Dayley, English: Tom Denison, College of Technology: Robert Dodson, Electronics Technology; Jerry Dodson,
Psychology: Patricia Dorman, Sociol~gy: Dottie Douglas, Biology: J.D. Douglass, Art: Philip Eastman, College
of Arts and Sciences: Phyllis Edmundson, Teacher Education: Eldon Edmundson, College of Health Sciences;
Patt Elison, Medical Records; ~ilbur Elliott, Music: Robert Ellis, Chemistry; Robert Ericson, Theatre Arts;
,Tumay Ertek, Economics: Stu Evett, Engl ish: David Ferguson, Mathematics: Barbara Knudson-Fields, Psychology;
Alan Fletcher, Hi storv; E. Coston Frederick,' Teacher Education: Robert Friedli, Teacher Education; Jay
Fuhriman, Teacher Education; Eugene Fuller, Biology; Lyman Gallup, Decision Sciences: Roy Glen, Management;
Gary Green, Computer Systems & Decision Sciences: David Groebner, Decision Sciences: Charles Guilford,
Engl ish: James Hadden, Engl ish: James Haefer, Engineering: Warren Harbison" Philosophy; Richard Hart,
College of Education: Kennet~ Hjll, Teacher Education: Kenneth Hollenbaugh, Graduate College: Gaye Hoopes,
Art: Ted Hopfenbach, Criminal Justice: Marcia ~icklow-Howard, Biology: Susan Hudson, English: Dan Huff,
Social \.Iork:Howard BUff, Art: Robert Hughes, Mathematics; Darryl Buskey, Library: Gai 1 Ison, Psychology; Robert Jameson, Management; Margaret Jensen, B ilingual Educat ion: John Jensen, Teacher Educat ion: John
Jensen, Education: sharbn Job, Nursing: George Jocums, Foreign Languages: Mr. David A. Johnson, Social \.Iork;
Errol Jones, Hi story; Daryl Jones, College of Arts and Sciences; Robert Juola, Mathematics; ~ally Kay,
Honors and English; John H. Keiser, President: Charles Kerr, Mathematics; Jay King, English; Debbie x Iscr,
English; Skip Knox, Data Center: Thomas.Kraker, Radiologic Sciences: Ellis Lamborn, Economics: Dan Lamet,
Mathematics: Bill Lathen, Accounting: Charles E. Lauterbach, Theater Arts; Richard Leahy, English; Manuel
Leon, psychology; Pete Lichtenstein, Economics: Melinda Lindsey, Teacher Education: Jerry Lister, Health;
Belen Lojek, English: James Long, Biology: Ms_ Elaine Long, Conmunityand Environmental Health; H"ugh
Lovin, History; Robert Luke, Physics; Briathha Lukken, English: Richard Lundquist, English: Phoebe Lundy,
Bistory: Lamont Lyons, College of Education: James Maguire, Engl ish: Darwin Manship, Marketing and Finance;
Kathleen Martin, Nursing: Carol Martin, English: Jon Mason, Construction Management: Richard McCloskey,
Biology: Ed HcCluskie, Communication: Suzanne McCorkle, Comnunication: Neill McGrath, Economics: Sherry
McGUire, English; Bill Mech, Honors and Mathematics; \.IalterMiszczcnko, History: Gary Moncrief, Political
Science and Philosophy: Heber Moore" Psychology: John De Motte, Mi 1itary Science: Nqncy Napier, Management;
Gary Newby, Physics: James Nicholson, Counseling and Testing Center: Ross Nickerson, English; Dave Nix,
Accounting: Donald R. Oakes, Music: Charles Odahl, Bistory: Pat Ourada, History: Arnold Panitch, Social
\.Iork:Robert Papinchak, English: Bcn Parker, C~nunication; Max Pavesic, Anthropology; Richard Payne,
Economics; Anne Payne, Nursing: Thel Pcarson, Teacher Education; Gary Peterson, Mathematics: C. Harvey
Pitman, Communication: Mark Plew, Anthropology: Glen Potter, Health, Physical Education and Recreation; Dave
Rayborn, Communication; Richard Reimann, Physics: larry. Reynolds, Economics: Diane Robertson, Social \.Iork;
Charles Robertson, Health Sciences: John Robertson, Foreign Language; Lt. Col. DUStin Rose, Military
Science: Richard Rudd, Communication: James Russell, Art: Robert Rychert, Biology: Mary Ellen Ryder,
English: Norma Sadler, Teacher Education: Chaman Sahni, English: Steven Sallie, Political Science; Irene M.
Sanderson, English: Ken Sanderson, English: Sandra Schackel, History: Martin Scheffer, Sociology; Andrew
~choedinger, Philosophy: Stanley Scott, Marketing: Glenn Selander, English: Larry Selland, Executive VicePresident: Todd Shallat, History: Patrick Shannon, Decision Sciences: Bong Shin, College. of Business: Robert
Sims, School of Social Sciences and Public Affairs: \.IilliamSkillern, InterdisCiplinary Studies Program;
Churles Skoro, Economics: Arny Skov, Art: Milton Small, History: \.lillieSmith, Physics: Mark Snow,
psychology; \.IalterSnyder, Geology: Constance Speake, Music: Sue Stark, English: Frank Stark, Chemistry:
, Harry Steger, Psychology: Thomas Stitzel" College of Business: John Stoner, Psychology: RObert Sulanke,
Mathematics: Yozo Takedd, Mathematics: Pat Taylor, Nursing: Ronald Taylor, Art: Adrien Taylor, Library; Jane
Foraker-Thompson, Criminal Justice: Steve Thurber, Psychology: Darlene Travis, Radiologic Sciences: Laurel
Traynowicz,Communication:
Russell Tremayne, History: Tom Trusky, Engl ish: Karen Uehl lng, Engl ish: JoAnn
Vahey, College of Health. Sciences: Luis Valverde, Foreign Languages: Ross Vaughn, Physical' Education; \.Iarren
Vinz, History: Larry ~aldorf, Management: Frederick Yard, Mathematics: Kathleen ~arner, English; Norman
Yeinsteinr English: Craig \.Ihite,Geology and Geophysics: Jan \.Iidmayer,English: Lonnie \.lillis,English:
Monte \.Iilson,Geology: \.IilliamYines, Management: Mary Yitte, Art: \.Iita~ojtkowski, Computer
Systems/Decision Sciences; Spencer \.Iood,Geology: Cheryl Shurtleff-Young, Art: Jerry Young, Mathematics:
Orick Zi rinsky, Engl ish: Michael Zirir'\sky,History.

To all of you, Thanks:,
To those we mis!S:.ed;Thanks
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